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CHA..PTER I 
INTROWCTION 
In the Tidewater area of Virginia the district and state music 
festivals are the most outstanding events of the school year. Each 
year the choral and band directors, along with their respective groups, 
look forward to attending the state music festival. However, looking 
forward to attending is not enough, for the State Music Festival 
Committee has set up certain criteria concerning attendance. The groups 
must receive a rating of one (l) in their respective district festivals 
before being eligible to attend the state festival. 
Because of the inability of some groups to meet this requirement, 
this criterion alone has caused much heartache and disappointment among 
the various groups throughout the state. However, we are only concerned 
with those schools located in the Tidewater section of Virginia. 
It is the general concensus among the music educators that 
festivals play a great role in raising the standards of music, increases 
understanding and appreciation, and plays a great role in the develop-
ment of -t;he art. Festivals have, on a whole, done much to improve the 
music in the public schools of Virginia. This project was started by 
the late J. Harold Montague, head of the music department of Virginia 
State College in Petersburg, Virginia. These festivals have proven to 
be an incentive to the high school musicians to do better work, and it 
is hoped that through this study the revealing information will prove 
serviceable to all concerned. 
General statement of~ problem. Approximately one-half of the 
Negro high schools in the Tidewater area of Virginia for the past few 
years have sent poorly trained choirs and soloists to the district music 
festivals. The District Music Festival Committee of the Tid6Water 
area has been trying to determine why some of the schools achieve 
superior vocal work while others give inferior performances. It is 
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the opinion of the committee that the types of vocal progrems that exist 
in thesEI schools determine the types of choirs and soloists they produce. 
This survey is being conducted to determine whether or not this assump-
tion is correct, and if so, what suggestions for improvement can be 
offered. 
~rhis study is not intended to dictate to these schools the type 
of vocal program they should adopt. One is fully aware that there are 
many factors involved that determine whether or not a program will be 
successful in a given school. A music program that is satisfactory for 
one school might prove unsatisfactory for another. However, there are 
certain basic factors that should consti~te every music program if it 
is to be successful. 
'rhe state of Virginia has set up a required music list from 
which the schools choose their selections for the festivals. All A 
schools are eligible to select music i'rom the medium to difficult list, 
while B schools choose i'rom the medium list, but may choose i'rom. the 
difficult list if the school organization is capable of doing work on 
this level. Class C schools choose from the easy list. Regardless of 
these selective music lists which allow for the group varying degrees 
of ability, some schools still are not capable of making the rating 
required to attend the state festival. 
Significance ~ the problem. A research study to determine the 
nature of the problem as stated would not only prove valuable to the 
District Music Festival Committee of this area, but also to the schools 
concerned. With the information gathered from such a study, suggestions 
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for improvement can be offered. 
According to the rules governing music festivals in the state 
of Virginia, a choir must make at least a rating of (1) in the district 
festival to be eligible for participation in the state festival. If the 
schools in the Tidewater area can meet the minimum requirements for 
participation in the district festivals, more schools in this section 
will be permitted to attend the state festival thereby insuring a 
larger representation from this region. 
Delimitations. The purpose of this survey is to determine to 
some extent why approximately one-half of the Negro schools in the 
Tidewater section of Virginia send poorly trained choirs to the district 
music festival. A survey of the vocal music program in the schools 
concerned will be made to determine what type of vocal music program 
exists in the schools. 
It is the belief of the District Music Festival Committee that 
failure of some choirs to make a successful rating is due to poor 
musical backgrounds of the pupils and in some cases the directors them-
selves. The bulletin, Certification of Music Teachers in the State of 
Virginia, will be studied as an aid to evaluate the special training 
of these teachers concerned. Questionnaires will be sent to those 
schools that have constantly done superior work as well as to those that 
have done inferior work, the purpose being to compare the vocal programs 
of the successful schools with those of the schools doing unsuccessful 
work. It would be interesting to note whether or not schools doing 
successful work in the festival activities also have a constructive 
music program that provides rich musical experiences for its' pupils 
and if the unsuccessfUl schools' music program rates on the same level 
as their festival participation. 
Specific statement~~ problem. It is the purpose of this 
study to determine whether or not the vocal program that exists in the 
Negro high schools of Tidewater, Virginia, is responsible for the type 
of performances presented at the district festival held annually in 
this area. 
Definition of terms. 
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Tidewater area. The coastal plain, known as the Tidewater area, 
consists of four peninsulas averaging 70 miles in length and 10 to 15 
miles wide, formed by the Chesapeake Bay, ~otomac, Rappahannock, York, 
and James Rivers. 
Superior trained choirs. Choirs receiving a rating of 1 or 1+. 
District music festival. The Music Festival Committee of the 
state of Virginia has divided the state into five districts. Each 
district has its' own music committee and chairman. The purpose of 
this committee is to plan and present their own respective district 
music festivals for the purpose of determining those schools in their 
respective district that are eligible for the state festival. Adjudi-
cators are invited by the various districts to aid in the selections. 
Class A schools. Schools with an enrollment of 500 or more. 
Class B schools, Schools with an enrollment of 300. 
Class c schools. Schools with an enrollment of 250 or less. 
Selective music list. A list of musical compositions arranged 
in an order of difficult to easy, from which the choruses may choose 
selections to perform according to their ability. 
Sources .2£ ~· 
Special prepared forms requesting the necessary information 
were sent to the schools concerned. 
Available material concerning the high school vocal program and 
music f'esti vals was read and studied. 
The personal experiences o£ the writer proved invaluable to 
this research. 
Personal interviews with music teachers, local supervisors, 
and the assistant state supervisor were held. 
Reports secured £rom the £ilea o£ the District Festival Music 
Committee were studied. 
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CHAPTER II 
ESTABLISHING THE SURVEY TECHNIQUE 
Many music educators still believe that the questionnaire provides 
certain opportunities for special interpretation. The validity of this 
method, however, depends to a great extent on the way in which the 
questionnaire is organized. 
It should be valuable in broadening one's perspective and should 
serve to call attention to desirable ways of solving problems. I£ 
a letter accompanies the questionnaire explaining why the requested 
information is needed and that such information will be used in 
utmost confidence, those concerned will be more objective in their 
response. In constructing the questionnaire one must be mindfUl 
of the demands which he is making upon another' s time. One can 
make the required responses in a short period if the questionnaire 
involves only check-marks after a variety of suggested answers. 
Correct interpretation of the data will depend for the most part, 
on whether or not the questionnaire is organized in a manner that 
the receiver will have no doubt as to the type of information the 
sender is requesting.l 
The first step in approaching this problem after defining and 
limiting its scope, was to find out what was actually being done in 
the vocal music program in the schools of the Tidewater area of 
Virginia. 
Questionnaires were sent to 21 high school directors and 
personal interviews were held with local and assistant state super-
visors. The questionnaire was planned so that the music directors 
needed only to place their marks in the correct columns and fill in 
the numbers. 2 
lAnna J. Goode, "Survey of Music Education in the County 
Schools of North Carolina"(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, Boston, 1954) Introduction, Chapter II. 
2This information is intended to familiarize the reader with 
the method of procedure that was used in approaching this problem. 
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The questionnaire consisted of eight parts, covering certain 
Xmportant questions needed for evaluation of the school's music program. 
Accompanying each questionnaire was a letter explaining why the informa-
tion was needed, and expressing appreciation in advance for filling out 
and returning it to the writer. 
Answers were returned from the following schools. 
1. James Weldon Johnson School, York County, Virginia. 
2. Isle of Wight County Training School, Isle of Wight County, 
Virginia, 
3. George P. Phenix High School, Hampton, Virginia. 
4. Bruton Heights, Williamsburg, Virginia. 
5. Carver High, Warwick, Virginia. 
6. Booker T, Washington, Norfolk, Virginia. 
7. Booker T. Washington, Suffolk, Virginia. 
8. Southampton County Training School, Courtland, Virginia. 
9. Mary N. Smith, Accomack, Virginia. 
10. Northampton County High, Northampton, Virginia. 
11. George w. Carver, South Norfolk, Virginia. 
12. Our Lady of Victory, ~ortmnouth, Virginia. 
13. Crestwood High, Crestwood, Norfolk, Virginia. 
14. David G. Jacox Jr. High, Norfolk, Virginia. 
15. Riddick Weaver Jr. High, Portsmouth, Virginia. 
16. Y. H. Thomas Jr. High, Elizabeth City, Hampton, Virginia. 
17. Huntington High School, Newport News, Virginia. 
18. I. c. Norcum, Portsmouth, Virginia. 
19. Hadyn High, Franklin, Virginia. 
The questions were presented in four categories: Curriculum; 
Finance; Equipment and Materials; Teacher Training; Number of Festivals 
and Clinics Attended. 
TYPE OF VOCAL .t'ROGRAM 
I. Organization 
1. Length of vocal music period. 
2. Variation in the time allotment of vocal music activities 
or courses. 
3. Financial support of the vocal program. 
4. Vocal mus1c courses or activities are allotted a sufficient 
number of periods per week. 
II. Nature of Offerings - General courses 
1. How much time is given to vocal music in the general music 
class? 
2. Does the general music course provide in the unison and part 
singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice? 
3. Does the general music course provide for vocal groups such 
as duets, quartets, octets, and other small units? 
4. Continued development of singing as a f~ndamental activity 
of the general music program. 
5. frovide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading music. 
6. Provide recordings of many types of music. 
7. Provide opportun1ties to study leading composers and their 
works. 
III. Elective Courses and ~xtra Class Activities 
1. Provide separate or duplicate organizations for pupils with 
different degrees of ability. 
2. Provide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
3. Emphasize the development of music skills in keeping with 
individual aptitudes and abilities. 
IV. Physical Facilities 
1. .Pianos. 
2. Phonograph. 
3. Recording equipment. 
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4. A music library. 
5. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
6. Storage facilities for equipment and materials provided. 
7. ~rovision is made in the budget to replace materials and 
equipment as necessary. 
v. Direction of Learning 
A. Instructional Staff. 
Music director has had training in: 
1. Vocal music. 
2. Music theory. 
3. Methods of teaching music. 
4. 1-'iano. 
5. Are acqua1nted w1th new materials and recent developments 
in music education. 
B. Instructional Materials. 
1. Textbooks and reference. materials which provide for a 
variety of music interests and needs are available. 
2. Appropriate sheet music is available. 
3. A variety of visual aids is provided. 
4. Song books are provided for instrumental and operetta 
activities. 
5. Teacher prepared materials (such as study guides) are 
provided. 
c. General Music. 
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The purpose of the questions under the heading of general 
music in the questionnaire was to determine to what extent the 
pupils were receiVing a general musical background. Emphases 
were placed 1,1,pon the following: sight-reading, development of 
singing as a fundamental activity of the music program, unison 
and part singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice, 
and study of: leading composers and their works. A pupil with 
a good general background in music is in a 1'ar better position 
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to do satisfactory work in the school's musical organizations than 
one who does not possess this training. 
The objective of' the questions listed as part~ under general 
music in the questionnaire was to determine whether or not the 
high school music program provided group singing experiences £or 
all pupils. It would be interesting to note if there is a 
continued development of singing as a fundamental activity of the 
general music program. 
The music festival committee members are of the opinion that 
the high school music d~rectors would develop better choral 
groups if more discretion were used in the selecting of their 
choral members. Only the pupils who received a general back-
ground in music either in the high school or with a private 
teacher should be allowed to sing in the chorus that is considered 
the special singing group of the school. However, the pupils who 
do not possess a general background in music should not be denied 
a chance to receive experience in group singing, a duplicate 
organization such as a general chorus should afford this opportu-
nity for these pupils. It was the objective of this question to 
determine how much progress was being made in this direction. 
The committee is tully aware that in some schools the pupil 
enrollment is very small, consequently, the respective choral 
directors do not have much of a choice in the selection of their 
members. It is one of the aims of this questionnaire to learn 
o.f such cases. 
• 
VI. Finance, Equipment, end Materials 
Included. st:ch physical facilities as: soundproof' music rooms, 
pianos, music compositions, assembly song books, supplementary 
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song material, record~g equipment, phonograph, and whether or not 
provision is made in the budget for additional materials and equip-
ment when needed. The information received from a question of' this 
type can give the committee valuable data as to the type of· tools 
the music directors are using to develop their program. 
The purpose of this question was to serve as an aid in helping 
to evaluate the musical training of' the various chorus directors 
concerned. 
VII. Teacher Training 
In the state of Virginia there is no law whlch compels the 
various school boards to hlre a music specialist to teach the 
music in public schools, however, many of the local school boards 
insist that the muslc be taught by specialists. The State Board 
of Education also recommends that music education in the schools 
be taught by specialists, but this is only a recommendation, and 
not an enforced policy. 
In contrast, in many localities, principals of schools and 
school boards take advantage of that familiar clause 1'ound in the 
teacher's yearly contract which states that, "the administration 
preserves the right during the epoch of the school year to assign 
the teacher to any teaching assignment it deems necessary for the 
progress of the school." 1 Thus, in many cases .t:lnglish or History 
teachers who have had one or two years of piano or sang in the 
lncontract' for Teachers, Newport News, Virginia, 1955. 
college chorus, are assigned to take over the high school music 
program. Unprepared teachers in music education as we know it, 
can very well be the cause of the chorus receiving a low rating. 
VIII. Ratings and Clinics 
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The question concerning ratings and clinics attended will 
reveal to the committee those schools that have remained in the 
lower, medium, and top bracket for the past five years. The 
purpose of the last half' of this question is to discover whether 
or not the schools in the low and medium brackets have been active 
participants in the district and state clinics. 
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HISTORY .AND SURV~Y OF llliLATED MAT~RIAL 
In compiling reading materials related to the subject of this 
study that would help solve the vocal music problems in the Negro 
schools of Tidewater, Virginia, it was revealed that many leading music 
educators had made interesting studies concerning music festivals, vocal 
music programs, and general music in the high school. Henry Coward made 
the following statements concerning festivals. 
The heartbreaking thing about many societies is the "Come easy, 
go easy" attitude of a large percentage of the members. In a com-
petitive choir you stand on a different platform. You can regard 
inertia as non-existent, and can frame your plans on fighting lines. 
Therefore, as you have only to co:mmand and obedience is given, let 
the following be two of your working axioms: 
(a) Method is the secret of success; 
(b) Divide and conquer. 
Do everything methodically in the sense that you know why you 
are doing it, and do not try to do too many things at once. First, 
make sure of the music, then the blend and balance of voices, the 
attack and release. Of course these things will be considered 
together, but let the emphasis be placed on each point in turn, 
so that it may not be overlooked.! 
Many directors by their performance give the impression that the 
music has not been mastered. Mr. Coward makes the following statements 
concerning the mastery of music. 
To accomplish this in the minimum of time it is essential that 
the co.nductor be absolutely familiar with every note before the 
rehearsal begins. I do not know whether it be telepathy, sympathy, 
or what, but if the conductor knows the work, somehow the choir 
learns it in half the txme, although he may say little and correct 
less frequently than if he did not know the work well. 
The words are usually the weakest part in a rendering, more points 
being lost in this section than any other. Therefore, from the first, 
great attention should be given to the words. It would be found an 
admirable thing to have three minutes lip, tongue, and mouth (facial 
muscles) drill at each rehearsal. After the music has been tried, 
the conductor should pattern the words for the choir to imitate and 
1Henry Coward, Choral Technique and Interpretation (New York: 
H. W. Gray Company, 1950), p. 265. 
memorize in the process, The plot or idea of the poem should be 
explained, and the meaning of obscure or unusual words should be 
made clear,l 
The tone quality produced by the various participating groups 
clearly indicates that not enough importance is placed on voice pro-
duction and a clearer interpretation of the text. 
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The importance of the voice in all choral work, and especially 
in competitions, is so manifest that nothing need be said to empha-
size the fact. The two features which need chief attention from 
a contesting point of' view are 1 , first, the selection of the proper 
class of voices, and secondly, the cultivation of homogenity so as 
to secure perfect blend. With respect to the first point, I would 
strongly recommend that efforts be made to include a certain pro-
portion, say fifteen to twenty per cent, of voices which are pure 
in quality even though they may be light in quantity. This applies 
especially to sopranos and tenors. These clear, pure voices have 
a value far beyond their mere volume of sound. They have a carrying 
power which is of great importance in giving clear outline to the 
melody or theme, even when it appears on the lower parts. This 
purity of tone cuts through the less pure sounds, and the fuller 
but duller, sometimes rather breathy voices seem to build round or 
coalesce with the clear, pure tones and make a compound tone, which 
is suffused with the radiance of the lighter, brighter voices. 
Therefore, if you require, say, twenty five sopranos, and you have 
the chance of taking that number of full, rich voices which can 
reach B flat with or without an effort, you would act wisely to 
reject five in favor of the same number of light pure toned sopranos. 
Always endeavor to get inside the subleties of a piece, In this 
spirit, at each rehearsal look out for and seize upon any feature 
which will bear development in order to produce a legitimate and 
striking effect if the word or music seems to demand a special em-
phasis or shading off that is not indicated in the printed copy, put 
it to the test by getting it performed as you suggest, and if the 
effect be good and "in the picture," incorporate it in the design 
of expression. This varying of expression is common enough in 
concert performances, but to make any change in a test-piece is a 
very debatable point, and sometimes very risky, because some adjudi-
cators are fossilized legalists, who abide by the letter and ignore 
the spirit of a piece beyond what is in black and white. Fortunately 
the majority of adjudicators are responsive to everything that is 
artistically correct, and they appreciate little touches which show 
well-judged perception. No singer should be allowed to sing in a 
competition who has not learned the words and music by heart. It is 
by this thoroughness that the best mechanical results can be obtainea, 
to which must be aaded the inward impulse. Still, not withstanding 
that the choir may know the music perfectly, the singer should use 
libid., p. 269. 
the copies at the performance. A glance will remind them of 
critical or delicate phrases and keep them right when there are 
rests. I 
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It was also stated, the conductor to the humblest member of the 
choir should bear in mind that trouble is inevitable. If this trouble 
is taken before the event it assumes the form of hard work and self 
sacrifice. If competitors refUse to take it in this form, trouble still 
comes, only it comes after the event in the shape of disappointment and 
chagrin which may rankle for years. Therefore, each competitor should 
be prepared to take just the kind of trouble which he is called upon to 
bear. Mr. Coward also states, the members should work cooperatively 
with the conductor, because if anyone goes into a competition in the 
right spirit, the doing, striving, and working are the pleasant features 
of the whole business, just as the exhausting efforts in hockey, tennis, 
football, and cricket are the joy of the sport. Therefore, let the point 
of view be, work with pleasure, and the outcome will be the pleasure with 
the work. 2 
Dykema and Gehrkens also have made some very interesting research 
concerning the music festival. 
The Festivals or Tournaments of song instituted in Germany by the 
Minnesingers (12th and 13th centuries and Meistersingers (14th, 15th, 
and 16th centuries) were as faithfully represented in Richard Wagner's 
Tannhaeuser and Die Meistersinger devoted to competitions between 
individual bards. The Music Competition Festival, with its first 
meeting at Stratford ~ngland, in 1882, has had, especially since the 
organization in 1921 of the British Federation of Musical Competition 
Festivals, great influence on practices in the United States. The 
aim of the Federation as stated by its central board is to provide 
decent and elevating occupation for the spare time of adolescents 
at the critical age, encourage boys and girls clubs to establish 
musical branches, help from village, town and factory choirs, develop 
hidden musical talent by means of school orchestras, supply or pro-
vide conductors classes and thus add to the somewhat scanty supply 
!Ibid., p. 266. 
2Ibid., p. 270. 
of trained leaders, and set up a lending library of orchestral 
parts, whereby the taste of village and industrial string and 
other bands and orchestras will be improved by making good music 
available. 
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In the United States, until well into the 20th century, musical 
competitions were restricted to the German Saengerfest and the 
Welch Eisteddfod and the participants were drawn almost exclusively 
from adult organizations. ~robably the first widely used competi-
tion in our schools was the memory contest, the first city-wide 
observance being held in 1916. The Inter-Collegiate Glee Club 
Contest, initiated at Harvard in 1913, and the Associated Glee Clubs 
of America, organized in 1924, both influenced the spread of musical 
competitions between high schools. By 1926 statewide high school 
music contest were being carried out in about twenty different 
states. In 1926, under the auspices of the Committee on Instru-
mental Affairs of the Music Supervisors National Conference, the 
first National School Band Contest was held in Fostoria, Ohio. 
Beginning in 1928 the National School Band and Orchestra Association 
compiled lists for solo and ensemble music which was to be used for 
the various competitors. In 1937 the National School Vocal Associa-
tion began compiling music lists for state and national competitions, 
including mixed chorus, accompanied and unaccompanied, male voices, 
female voices, and small vocal ensembles. Today the competition 
movement is more or less strongly entrenched in every state in the 
union.1 
The State Music Committee of Virginia has set up rules and 
regulations that elllninate schools i~om attending the state-wide contest 
that do inferior work. Dykema and Gehrkens stated that: 
There is a marked tendency in several states to require that all 
participants in a high school contest shall be under twenty-one 
years and shall be doing undergraduate work with good or passing 
grades in at least three subjects. In some states that maintain a 
state-wide contest, only the winners in district elimination 
contests are permitted to take part.2 
The latter is the practice in the state of Virginia, and there 
are other states that have similar policies as those of Virginia in 
respect to festival regulations, These states maintain that their 
participants be of the top calibre, The method of choosing the music 
selections differ in many states, Material to be performed consists 
1Peter w. Dykema and Karl w. Gehrkens, High School Music (Boston: 
C. C, Birchard Comp~, 1941), p. 309. 
2Ibid., p. 310. 
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sometimes entirely of selections designated by the central committee, 
sometimes entirely the free choice of the contestants, it may also be 
a choice by the contestants from a list of alternatives suggested by 
the committee or a combination of requirea and choice selections. The 
latter is the basis of selection in the state of' Virginia. This plan 
is most acceptable because it gives a common basis for judging all 
competitors and also allows them the opportunity to select something 
that is particularly adopted to their powers. With this common basis 
of comparison, the adjudicator can rank the competitors more fairly. 
Music educators have stated that there are as many systems of 
marking as there are judges. However, in general they have been classi-
fied under two headings, these proceed on the principle that: 
First, the whole consists of the sum of the parts, which is to 
say, that the performance be analyzed into a certain number of items, 
that the items be assigned numerical values, and that the perfect 
scores for the various items should sum up to lUO or a perfect perform-
ance. In reply to this, Daniel Protheroe, veteran adjudicator of many 
music contests, wrote: 
I will say at once that I am decidedly opposed to the mathematical 
system of adjudicating, as I cannot believe that art can be judged 
by figures. I may add, however, that I am not a figurative being, 
and in mathematics, I am, as a friend said of himself, always slow 
but not sure. There are elements in an uplifting choral perfor.mance, 
for example, that can not be explained or defined by a series of 
figures, the expressive color, soul-uplifting climaxes, and the 
subtle mysticism of an occasional phrase, "Art is Heart. "l 
The second principle advocates the point of view that the whole 
is greater than the discernible or markable parts. The following are 
lDaniel Protheroe, The National .l!:isteddfod of Wales, Yearbook of 
the Music l!:ducators National Conference (New York:Music .t:;ducation 
Research Council, 1927), p. 299. 
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some of the items or phases in the musical performances which are 
considered by the judges when called upon to serve as adjudicator for 
the Tidewater District Festival. 
1. Tone. In this section of the form the groups are marked on 
quality, freedom, balance, blend, control and breath 
support. 
2. 
3. 
Intonation. ~ach section of the chorus is marked separately 
on this point, then a final grade on intonation is 
given the i'u 11 ensemble. 
Interpretation and Artistic ~ffect. This includes tempo, 
unity, rhythm and flow, phrasing, attack, release, 
development, accuracy, accompaniment, and dynamic 
range. 
4. Diction. Under this heading, special emphasis is given 
naturalness, purity of vowels, and clarity of 
consonants. 
5. Selections. This section includes musical value and 
suitability. 
6. Appearance. This section includes stage deportment, posture, 
and costume. 
7. Comments. This is the final section in which the adjudicator 
sights the strong and weak points of the musical 
peri'ormance. The official adjudicator 1 s form of the 
National School Band, Orchestra and Vocal Association 
is used. 
The District Music Festival Committee stresses the importance of 
the participating schools to take advantage of the adjudicator's comments 
concern1ng their musical performance. The adjudicators not only rank 
the participants, and give explanatory comments and constructive criti-
cisms, but these camnents are specific and Vivid. .t!iach adjudicator is 
provided with a secretary who sits with him during the performance to 
record the comments concerning each participating school. These comments 
are returned to the adjudicator and he in turn passes tnem on to the 
respective high school conductors. 
Leading music educators believe a well run festival develops an 
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alert learning spirit; it focusses attention on many matters which 
would otherwise be overlooked. The following are some of the benefits 
derived from such a project: stimulation and motivation growth of 
student and teacher, opportunity of measurement, critical evaluation 
and constructive criticism. 
The American Choral and Festival Alliance as early as 1931 set 
up objectives to raise the standards of choral singing and festival 
activities in this country. Some o1' the resolutions set forth by this 
organization were: 
1. Unite American choral conductors in a three year program to 
uplirt and enable choral singing and conducting. 
2. Recreate the civic singing-conscious in developing singing 
festivals as the seasons pivotal music attraction. 
3. Bridge the chasm between the school and college singing 
groups and adult social participation. Solve the carry-over 
problem by helping choral societies to find a youth's auxiliary. 
4. Organize festival centers to develop and mobilize the 
contigous territory for annual musical meets. 
5. .t'repare i'or increasing hours of worthwhile leisure by build-
ing musical events for mass participation.! 
Approximately one-fourth of the schools that participate in the 
Tidewater District Festivals are located in rural communities. Whether 
or not this is one of the causes for the large percentage of inferior 
ratings remain to be seen. Rural music education is dependent upon 
the traditions and attitudes which are very deeply woven into the 
fabric of rural li.fe and rural consciousness. It is exceedingly di.f.fi-
cult to inject any new process and new subject matter into the school's 
program, especially at a time when school boards and taxpayers llronedi-
ately assume that it will only contribute to a greater tax burden. 
In some sections, even today when music is so abundant, it is 
lwilliam 1: isher, "Music Festivals", Music Teachers National 
Association, Series 26, 1931, p. 120. 
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true that music has had no place in the general course of study nor 
in the daily program. However, since all children are having contact 
with all sorts of music, good and bad, through the influence of the 
motion picture and the broadcast program, music will involuntarily 
become a part of their lives. Since this acceptance of music is so 
inevitable, there is all the more reason that musical taste and 
activity should be directed. 
The success of music in the rural school depends upon three 
things: (1) The attitude of the county superintendent or 
commissioner, 
(2) The attitude and training of the classroom teacher, 
(3) The standard of culture in the community. 
The county superintendents look with favor upon the inclusion of 
music as a part of the daily program but they are ever conscious 
of the overcrowded curriculum, and of' the lack of musical abJ.lity. 
The stress and variety of their duties make it difficult for them 
to supervise all the work and therefore is often overlooked.l 
Too often the rural teacher is self conscious when she tries to 
teach music, because of her own limited contact with music during her 
elementary school experience, and her limited teacher training. The 
children realize this by her own behavior. It will require a more 
generous and fearless attitude on her part when she gives her music 
lesson, for a song must become a significant and happy thing. She must 
sense her relationship to the awakening of young life that children 
may catch the spirit song, so that the daily program will become vita-
lized and school life made more fruitful. 
Much of the inferior singing in the schools of Tidewater, Virginia, 
is probably due to unqualified chorus directors. The musician should 
protect his profession from incompetent teachers, thereby protecting the 
innocent patron, for just as l.ong as any person regardless of his 
1Laurence Hayes, "The Music Teacher," Tones and Overtones 
(Alabama State College, Vol II, 1953), p. 25. 
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education, musical or otherwise is permitted to teach music, the 
present state of affairs will continue to exist, 
Music educators should agree upon a standard of attainment for 
all those who would become music teachers, and demand legislation 
upholding such a standard and prohibiting those who could not meet 
the requirements from preying upon the unsuspecting public. 
Michigan, along with other states, takes it upon itself to certi~ 
that doctors, dentists, pharmacists, nurses, public school music 
teachers and even barbers are theoretically at least, competent 
for their respective lines of work. But music is at the mercy of 
anyone who can impress another that he can teach; consequently the 
world is filled with incompetent teachers.! 
A:fter one-hundred years the need for missionary work in music, 
such as stated by Lowell Mason, is still urgent. 
May I refer to ourselves in this group as the musical apostles 
of America--apostles of music for rural boys and girls, to pupils 
of village and consolidated schools, to the children of America 
who by circumstances live in our less wealthy and less progressive 
sections. Altogether this means between one-half and two-thirds 
of the children of our schools without music in their hearts, with-
out songs on their lips. 1Ve are agreed that music educators should 
not be too proud as long as these conditions exist, that the call 
of go ye into all the world and preach the gospel of music to every 
child is still sounding, and that pro:fessionalism in music education 
continues to demand missionary enthusiasm,2 
It was stated that the opportunity for spreading music over these 
great untouched areas J..S better today than it has ever been. The advent 
of the radio, sound picture, and new leisure have persuaded general 
educators to accord school music increasing worth, until many leaders 
such as Dr. Florence Hale, and Dr. rayson Smith place it second in 
importance to reading in elementary education. It was revealed that 
along with this recognition o:f our subject come new methods o:f adminis-
tration for the control and support o:f schools, whereby a greater 
equality of education opportunity is to be furnished all children. 
1Herbert A. Milliken, State Certification o:f Music Teachers (Bay 
City: 191U), p. 175. 
2Lowell Mason, Yearbook of the Music Educators National Conference 
(New York, 1936), p. 172. --
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Federal and state aid to local schools will mean better teachers, 
better equipment and an enlarged education o££ering that includes 
music. Music £or rural children will be the direct result o£ 
revised courses o£ study £or the smaller school, set up and super-
vised by county and state departments o£ education. The missionary 
minded educator can do much by talking individually to county super-
intendents, rural supervisors, state department o£ education 
representatives and legislators, whenever there is an opportunity 
to make sure that these leaders are considering music as a part o£ 
the new curriculum £or rural schools. 1 
Every music educator should be in£ormed about these nation-wide 
changes and their relation to a wider spread teaching o£ music. A 
general provision £or rural school music will mean better preparation 
o£ all grade teachers for classroom music teaching, £or as soon as a 
state department of education assumes responsibility for rural music, 
several far reaching policies are likely to become operative: 
(1) The prestige of this type of administration backing encourages 
teachers to exert as much care in music teaching as in the teaching 
o£ any other subject. 
(2) Grade teachers will be required to possess a certain minimwm 
musical ability and preparation to become certified. 
(3) Teacher colleges and normal schools will improve their music 
courses for grade teachers. 
(4) Attention will be given to developing better aims and stand-
ards £or grade mus~c teaching. 
(5) Effort will be extended to improve the quali£ications of' the 
grade teachers alrea~ in service, especially through extension or 
required summer school music courses. 
The advantages o£ these improved provisions for music teaching 
in all schools, whether rural or urban, are obvious. Thus, music 
teachers will often benefit their own llrunediate teaching conditions 
more by working for a statewide policy which directs itsel£ toward 
those schools without music instruction than in developing promotion 
schemes which concern their nrumediate school only. 
Probably the single most important bit of musical equipment in 
rural schools is the song record. Song records are indispensable to 
any general program of rural school music. They bolster up the weak 
teacher, making good singing with excellent tone and interpretation 
possible in every school. They provide an accompaniment for enrich-
ing the singing experience in rooms which have no piano or organ, or 
lack a teacher who can play effeotively. 2 
llbid., p. 173. 
2 Ibid. 
CERTIFICATION OF VIRGINIA TEACHERS 
The state of Virginia has set forth the following requirements 
for certif~cation of teaching in the public schools~ 
General Requirements: Minimum age, l~. No fee. Certificates 
required of professional employees of public schools and state 
special schools and must be filed with local division superin-
tendents. Virginia issues only 2 regular renewable certificates, 
the Collegiate .t'rofessional and the .Postgraduate .Professional, 
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and (1) provisional nonrenewable certificate, the Collegiate; each 
of these authorizes only the performance of such services or the 
teaching in such fields as are endorsed on the certificate, the 
endorsement being determined by the applicant's transcript. 
Credentials ~ Accompany Application: .Personal data form, 
recommendation of preparing institution or last employing officer, 
official transcript to be sent directly by institution. 
Postgraduate .Professional is issued for 10 year term, renewable 
as in certificate A. Requirements: Possession of certificate A; 
3 years successful teaching or school service; Master's or Doctor's 
degree. 
Collegiate is issued for 4 year term, nonrenewable, to those 
meeting all but professional education requirements for certificate 
A, or understanding applicant will meet those requirements during 
life of certificate. 
~ School. Any endorsement to teach a subject in high school 
may be placed on certificate A or B, and except where otherwise 
indicated on certificate C. Music-36 hours (theory and appreciation, 
12 semester hours, 6 hours of applied music which should include 
piano, 12 hours-conducting of and participation in chorus, band, 
and orchestra, cc-6 hours in both high school and elementary). 
A special purpose certificate, valid for term of 1 to 5 years, 
may be issued to authorize employment of persons for special services 
for which the Bachelor's degree and the professional education pre-
scribed for certificate A and B may not be imperative. Such a 
certificate may be granted to teachers of voice or instrumental 
music who successfully pass examinations set up by the State Depart-
ment; the authorization is for giving private lessons for high 
school credit. Under this exceptional circumstance, applicants 
lacking a degree but having extensive experience in business or 
industry and outstanding personality traits may be certified as 
diversified occupations coordinators (endorsement 4 above). Those 
with special vocational skills and training may be licensed for 
teaching shop work, a trade, or a special skill. Such a certificate 
is not used to authorize teaching of academic subjects except in 
such a case as the use of foreign exchange teachers for brief terms 
of teaching or that of a person of high educational qualifications 
employed to teach part time in an adult education program, for whom 
it is impractical to meet the specific requirements of a regular 
certificate. I 
The analysis of requirements for state certification of music 
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teachers was undertaken at the request of the Music Education Research 
Council, Music ~ducators National Conference. Its present form is the 
result of considerable study and development which help to clarify the 
problems and possibilities of helpful state controls in this special 
area. of teaching. The following are the qualifications set up by the 
state of Virginia as requirements 1'or certification of music teachers. 
Collegiate .rrofessiona.l Certificate ~Music. Valid 10 years. 
Authorizes teaching of fields and/or subjects on levels as endorsed 
on face of cert1fica.te. 
Requirements. Minimum age, 18; good moral character; good 
health. In case of previous teaching, evidence of acceptable 
rating. Bachelor's degree from an accredited college, with at 
least average scholarship. 
General Education. Must have 36 semester hours, including: 
~nglish-12, Social Studies-12 including United States History, 
Natural Science and/or Mathematics-6, Health and Physical Educa-
tion and Safety-6, of which 2 must be Health. Music-24 hours, 
distributed approximately as follows: Music Theory and Appreci-
ation-12 (Harmony, J:.;ar Training, Sight Singing, Form and 1\nalysis, 
and related courses). Applied Music-12 (should include piano 
and voice, may include orchestral instruments, conducting, and 
music organizations), 
Collegiate Certificate. Valid for 4 years, non renewable, 
authorizes ~rofessional Certificate, valid 10 years. 
Postgraduate Professional Certificate. Authorizes subject(s) 
and levels of endorsement, available to candidates who qualify for 
a Collegiate .rrofessional Certificate, have taught at least 3 years, 
and have earned a Master's or Doctor's degree in the field of 
endorsement from an accredited institution.2 
Current Standards for the Voice Major in Music Education. For a 
lJ. L. Buck, Coordinator of Teacher Education, Certification of 
Virginia Teachers (Richmond: State Department of Education), p. 3. 
2rrving W. Wolfe, State Certification of Music Teachers (Nashville: 
Bureau of Publications, George reabody College-:t:or Teachers, 1954), p. 77. 
long time many institutions and particulerly teachers colleges, 
certified teachers to teach music in the public schools whose 
knowledge of applied music was entirely too limited. This has 
been especially true concerning voice. Three factors contrib-
uted to this condition: (1) Standards applicable to applied 
music for a public school music teacher had not been set up; 
(2) Students who possessed little or no money refrained from 
investing funds in voice when it was not required; (3) Many 
colleges at that time employed no voice teachers. 
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At the present time, the curriculum of the National Association 
of Music Schools, as ~t pertains to public school music, states 
that the candidate for the Bachelor's degree in Music ~ducation 
should attain in the major applied voice subjects, the proficiency 
comparable to that of a completing sophomore with voice as a major, 
since the public school music teacher necessarily must give instruc-
tion in voice.l 
THE HIGH SCHOOL VOCAL ~ROGRAM 
The place of choruses in .American high school li1'e has always 
been an important one, but in the last twenty years our high school 
vocal music has risen to a plane of such excellence under the direc-
tion of many fine conductors that today many high school choruses 
stand close to the top when measured by professional standards. In 
the last ten years there has been a movement toward the A Cappella 
choir, which after all is the process of selecting the best singers 
and coupling them with the best director attainable to make a fine 
performing unit. Although we love the excellent and dignified work 
of the A Cappella choirs, I hope that this type of organization will 
not become so important thet the music departments and school admin-
istrators will lose sight of the fact that in the vocal department 
is our opportunity to work with the great mass of young people who 
do not and never w~ll have much musical ability. There is no reason 
why at least 50 per cent of our high school enrollment cannot be 
developed into choruses of some type or other. Boy's choruses, 
girl's choruses and mixed choruses of large numbers can find with 
ease material suitable for performance. This type of work reaches 
the highest plane of our school endeavor; and though this mass 
music may not reach the heights of the robed A Cappella choir, we 
know we are carrying out our proud conception of education i'or all. 2 
The main vocal organizations of the high school vocal program 
include the following: (l) the A Cappella choir; (2) other special 
1H. Grady Harlan, "Current Standards for the Voice Major in Music 
Education," Music Teachers National Association Proceedings (Ben Avon: 
~ublished by the Association, 1~51), pp. 157-158. 
2Hobart So:m:mers, "The Place of the Chorus in .American H~gh School 
Life," Music Educators National Conference Yearbook (Chicago: ~blished 
by the Conference, 1939;, p. 150. 
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and general choruses; (3) the glee clubs; and (4) the vocal class. 
The A Cappella Choir. The rapid rise of the A Cappella choir, 
in both-high school and college, during the past i'ew years, repre-
sents one of the most significant trends, not only in music 
education, but also in American music development. Most singing 
is accompanied by an instrument, or instruments. This forces the 
voices always to sound, or at least to approximate, intervals based 
on the tempered scale. The instrument makes it hard for the singer 
to concentrate solely on the effect of their singing, and also, 
it covers up e. multitude of sina, such as; wrong intervals, wrong 
rhythm, wrong voice production, faulty intonation, lack of blending, 
and worst of all, it makes the singer feel subservient to the 
instrument.l 
The question arises, how large should the school be in order to 
have voices for an A Cappella choir? This depends on the quality of 
the instructor. If the teacher himself has been a member of such a 
choir during his high school or college days, and if he is more enthusi-
astic about unaccompanied singing than about almost any other phase of' 
music, then, in some way, he will find the requisite voices for the 
establishment of an A Cappella choir, even if the school has only one 
or two hundred pup~ls. 
The leader of the choir must be able to select the right type 
of music, and thereafter, must have the capacity to let the music 
itself play upon the minds and hearts of' his pupils, he serving merely 
as a guide and inspirer to see that the mus~c be well performed. 
In training the A Cappella choir, the leader must take into 
consideration the necessity for physical and mentQ.l alertness on the 
part of each member. He must see that there is good mean·s of venti-
lation in the rehearsal room (indispensable to the maintenance of 
pitch). He will need a rehearsal room that is longer than wide, so as 
to have the choir seated lengthwise in the room. The time chosen for 
1Harry R. Wilson, Music in the High School (New York: Silver 
Burdett Company, 1941), p. 63. 
rehearsal also is most important, since the singers should be fresh 
and alert. The choir leader, too, needs to insis~ upon each singer's 
body being in correct position, so that the relaxed breathing muscles 
will induce automatic breathing. 
The General Chorus. There should be included in the vocal 
program not only an A Cappella choir, but also a general chorus for 
those pupils who cannot qualify for the special choral organizations 
of the school.l Teachers interested in vocal music must be alert to 
the fact that people learn to sing through singing, and that the 
general chorus should be the backbone of all the other music work in 
the school. High school pupils must be made to feel that there are 
advantages in being members of the general singing organization. If 
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they have been taught to love to sing in the grades and in junior high 
school, if they have been given inspirational music to study through 
song, if they have not been hampered by the drawback of musical 
drudf;ery, then they will look forward to the periods of general sing-
ing in the high school. 
The Glee Clubs. A glee club may be any size. In one school 
it may be twenty in number, in another it may consist of as many as 
two hundred. The difference in size will be controlled entirely 
by the number of boys and g1rls in the school who are interested 
enough in singing, and talented enough to meet the requirements 
set down by the director. 
One of the first considerations of the leader of a glee club 
should be that of the production of good tone quality. He can 
attain this by inducing the members to imagine that they are 
singing toward or within themselves rather than away from them-
selves--keeping the tone in rather than pushing it out, and thereby 
giving the voice a distinct relationship to the body through reson-
ance, control and support. 
a. The high school glee club program should include such school 
lpeter W. Dykema and Karl W, Gehrkens, High School Music (Boston: 
C. C. Birchard Company, 1940), pp. 77-78. 
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songs as are rich in quality. These songs should be learned by the 
glee club in four parts, and sung often in assembly. Frequent 
performances will create an interest on the part of the student 
body in the beauty of their own songs. The interest taken by the 
glee club members themselves will bring an appreciation and interest 
on the part of the general student body in other numbers the glee 
club may offer. 
b. Hymns and assembly songs should be learned and sung in four 
parts at all assemblies. The example set by the members of the glee 
club results in encouraging part singing by the rest of the students. 
c. Standard secular and sacred choruses. 
d. Compositions by Bach, Palestrina, Mozart, Schubert, Handel, 
and so forth. 
e. Modern American music, such as the compositions of Gaul, 
Cadmon, Dickinson, and others. 
f. A Cappella numbers. 
g. Songs with piano accompaniment. 
h. Songs with orchestral accompaniment. 
i. Operettas. 
j. Cantatas. 
If the glee clubs have experience in singing the wide variety of 
types of compositions here outlined, the director need never be at 
a loss in planning programs. It goes without saying that the longer 
the basic repertoire of the glee clubs, the easier is the task of 
program building for the instructor.! 
The Vocal Class. In order to give a more specific opportunity 
for vocal work, many schools are inaugurating voice classes. There has 
been considerable difference of opinion as to whether or not high school 
pupils should begin voice lessons at this period of their cultural 
development. Many have favored such a move, citing examples of great 
singers who began to study music in their early teens. Others have 
opposed the idea, recalling instances of voices that were exploited by 
vocal teachers, and often strained permanently because of overuse during 
the formative period. At present, the majority of well informed music 
educators take the attitude that a boy or girl of 16 or 17 years ought 
to be studying if he hopes to be a singer later on; and that, if he is 
put in charge of a wise and well prepared teacher, there is little 
l!bid., pp. 86-95. 
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danger of his voice being harmed. 
The voice class school teacher is always one who has had 
experience in working with children's voices, so that in general, 
the high school teacher of singing probably understands the adoles-
cent voice better than does the private teacher of singing. The 
emphasis in the class is upon the care and development of the young 
• 
voice, upon producing beauty and purity of tone, rather than upon 
the intensive study of a few solos which are to be performed in 
public. 
£!! of the ~honograph. It was revealed in a report by the 
Music ~ducation Research Councll that several school vocal music 
courses are already available in the form of song books supplemented 
by phonograph records. It is quite possible for children to learn to 
sing a song by following the music in thelr song books (by pointing to 
notes at first) as they listen to the playing of a record, then hum the 
melody as the playing is repeated and finally sing along with the 
record. ~art songs are learned in a similar manner, the pupils learn-
ing their respective parts by repeating with the records until the 
parts are memorized. With suitable amplification phonogTaph recordings 
of song accompaniments may be used to a great advantage in connection 
with the music lesson. It was also stated that: 
The efficlent teacher will strive to lessen the number of 
repetitions as the students gain skill in music reading, until 
the records may be dispensed with entirely, provided the teacher 
has learned to read music well enough to ascertain whether or not 
the pupils are singing their parts correctly. As a step toward 
this goal the teacher may use the recordings to learn the songs 
herself, then teach the songs without the aid of the records. The 
use of song books in connection with phonot;raph records naturally 
develop a desire on the part of the pupils (and teachers) to learn 
to read music, and the teacher becomes more interested in the 
teaching of music. Eventually the teacher may gain sufficient 
confidence to attempt to teach new songs without the aid o:f the 
machine. 
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A vital factor in teaching music by means of phonograph records 
is that the machine and records be of good quality and in good 
condition. The turn-table velocity of the ordinary type of phono-
graph should be 78 revolutions per minute (26 revolutions in 20 
seconds). Any deviation from this speed effects the pitch and 
tempo of the music played. To test the speed of the turn-table, 
fasten a tiny piece of paper to the edge of the disc, with the 
machine running, count the number of revolutions while your watch 
ticks out 20 seconds. The piece of paper should pass exactly 26 
tunes in 20 seconds, Adjust the speed control until it does, and 
the pitch of the songs will be correct. 1 
The Music Assembly. Many teachers tend to underestimate the 
importance of assembly singing. They are prone to regard it as a 
routine which must be performed to round out meetings of the student 
body. They, therefore, see no particular musical value in it. 
The teacher who correctly gauges the importance of assembly 
singing will not be satisfied to have it take a subordinate place in 
relation to other music or any other subject in the school. Since 
this is the only time that he faces the entire school assemblage, the 
wise teacher will avail himself of the golden opportunity to "sell" 
music to those persons lacking in natural sympathy. He will also 
remember one of the reasons for youth's lack of opportunity for active 
participation, and that, when the musical experiences of the assembly 
group are healthy and happy, there will be a greater extension of 
interest in all music subjects. 
Special Seating for Assembly Singing Group. In a large high 
school, in which there are several special singing groups, it is a 
good idea to seat the best group, such as the glee club or the 
A Cappella choir, in a prominent place arranged in soprano, alto, 
luse of ~ Phonograph, Report No. 1~ prepared by the Music 
Educators National Conference (Chicago: Published by the Conference, 
1936), p. 195, 
This report was presented and adopted at the twenty-fourth 
meeting of the Music Educators National Conference, New York, April, 1936. 
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tenor, and bass divisions, so as to get the best results in assembly 
singing. This group may be expected to lead in the learning o~ songs, 
both in parts and unison. It may be asked, on occasion, to add a 
special number to the program. The best place to seat such a group 
would be close to the orchestra so that the singing o~ its members 
help strengthen the general singing through united e~fort.l 
Songs for Assembly Singing. Assembly singing should cultivate 
in the students a desire to take part in better music. Such songs as 
the following are to be reconunended: 
1. .American folk music of the Indians and o~ Negroes, tradi-
tional cowboy and mountain songs, and sea chanties. 
2. American composed music, such as the songs of Stephen Foster. 
3. Folk songs of other lands, especially those brought over and 
adapted to American conditions, as "Tramp, Tramp," "Columbia, 
the Gem of the Ocean, 11 11 The Old Oaken Bucket, 11 and "Home Sweet 
Home." 
4. Patriotic songs. 
5. Hy.mns, the great hymns which reflect no sp~cial religious 
sectarianism, give aesthetic satisfaction. 
The High School .1:-'rincipal and the School Music Program. The 
principal, although he amy not have a technical knowledge o~ music, is 
still responsible for the success of the total school program o~ which 
music is to be regarded as an integral part. Hence, there should be 
both cognizance and awareness of the ~act that the success of music 
education depends, in no small way, upon the attitude, interest and 
philosophy of the principal, and the extent to which he is able and 
willing to assume his administrative obl1gations to the school music 
program. Thus it becomes a matter of great importance that we stop 
1pykema and Gehrkens, Op. cit., p.41. 
2Ibid., p. 53. 
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and look at the school music program through the eyes of the principal, 
and in so doing, focus our attention on the following significant 
phases if the program for which every principal should have a definite 
obligation and concern is a success. These are: 
(1) The music program itself, it's aims and objectives. 
( 2) The music teacher must put into ef'i ect the music education 
program. 
(~) Stimulating and encouraging student interest and participation. 
(4) Enlisting and developing faculty understanding and cooperation. 
In planning and setting up a program. of music education in the 
school, the principal, though he may have only a layman's conception 
of the subject, need not be unnecessarily handicapped or confused, nor 
should he be compelled to flounder about aimlessly in a sea of uncer-
tainty. For he can find valuable and helpful information in innum.berable 
articles, books and other reading materials on the subject of music 
education in the secondary schools. Furthermore, the principal has the 
capable and willing assistance of his music teacher, his music super-
visor, or other competent persons in the field, all of whom will gladly 
respond to his request for information and help in formulating objectives 
and procedures for setting up a functional program. of music education 
in the school under his administration. The principal also may be able 
to get valuable information and assistance from the college music 
departments and from his own state department of education. 
The Music Teacher. .l!;ven with the most clearly defined. objectives, 
the school principal still faces the problem of implementing these 
objectives and putting the program into effect. A first step in this 
direction is the selection of a capable music teacher. Admittedly, 
this is not a simple task, for the factors entering into the processes 
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o£ selecting and employing are many and varied. Some music teachers 
are hired because they can sing well, some because they can play well, 
still others because they look the part. Yet, I firmly hold that the 
criteria for selecting a muslc teacher need not be different £ram those 
for any other member o£ the faculty, that is, i£ the principal will 
accept the music teacher as a human being and a professional person. 
However, the music teacher like any other teacher, should be qualified 
to do the job for which he has been employed. 
Another matter which should be o£ great concern to the school 
principal, as well as o£ specific concern to the music teacher, is that 
of teacher-load and associated responsibilities. It is true that many 
a serious minded, energetic young music teacher eager to make good and 
not incur the wrath and displeasure of the school principal, will accept 
without question or complaint an excessively hea~ teaching assignment. 
Such assignments, however, are not always intentional or deliberate. 
Quite often the principal has no alternative but to resort to the thin 
spreading o£ one person over a wide area o£ activities, but it is most 
heartening to note that conditions in this respect are rapidly improving, 
and that school superintendents and boards o£ education are being sold 
on the values o£ the music education program and the necessity for 
providing adequate teaching personnel, space and materials. 
Student Interest ~ Participation. The principal who has been 
fortunate in acquiring the services o£ a capable music teacher, faces 
still another challenging administrative obligation to the school music 
program, that o£ stimulating and encouraging student interest and parti-
cipation. This becomes all the more significant in view of the obstacles 
involved in the adequate preparation of students of heterogeneous musical 
abilities and interests, cultural and socio-economic backgrounds. There-
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fore, being concerned with increasing the number of students who will 
have an opportunity to enjoy musical experiences adapted to their 
abilities, the high school principal sets out to provide musical 
orientation for the whole student body. He realizes that if he is to 
gain and hold the interest of his students in the school music program, 
the program itself must be rich, worthwhile, and suited to the needs 
of' every pupil. Moreover, he realizes that in order to evoke the 
maximum interest and participation of the students, the music education 
program must not be stiff and ini.lexible, it must be so planned. as to 
include a variety of' experiences such as singing, rhythmic and listening 
activities, and creative expression. Students should. look forward. to 
it with enthusiasm and. happy anticipation. 
Faculty Understanding ~ Cooperation. If the music program is 
to embrace the total school program (as it should. d.o) then it becomes 
important that the high school principal makes a determined. eff'ort to 
see that his faculty understands the purpose and function of the school 
mus~c program, and that he enlists their full cooperation and support. 
In a good. many instances non-music teachers on the staff d.o not have 
an appreciative and sympathetic understanding of the school music 
program. 
The attitudes of some oi the members of the faculty toward the 
music program and the music teacher are far beyond. mere apathy and 
disinterest. Such attitudes expand or extend into the broader area of 
jealousy and envy, based. on some misconstructed notion that the music 
teacher is "having ~ t easy," and most unfortunately, some of these 
persons are sincere in the~r beliefs, however erroneously acquired.. 
Again it might be important to point out that these attitudes of 
jealousy and misunderstanding become more intensely inflamed. when 
fanned by such statements as "my choir," "my program, 11 and other 
expressions. "Well," one might ask, "how could such a situation 
exist among so called professional people·?" The answer to this 
question lies, perhaps, in the realization of' the f'act that af'ter 
all people are people, and that music teachers as well as other 
varieties are people too. However, for the principal to ignore the 
facts and close his eyes to the situation as though it does not 
exist, well, he is being more than naive. 
In conclusion, assuming that the principal has accepted music 
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as an integral part of' the school's program along with his awareness 
and recognition of the rightful place of music in the curriculum, he 
still must be ever mindful of the afore-mentioned administrative 
obligations to that pro6ram. He cannot afford to neglect these oblig-
ations if the music program is to achieve its true purpose in the 
school and in the lives of the boys and girls for whom the program 
is designed. In reaching this conclusion, I am not unmindful of' the 
more detailed aspects of the problems involved in staffing, scheduling, 
and financing the school music program, nor am I unaware of', or 
unfamiliar with the many handicaps originating f'rom the lack of 
faculty and conmrunity interest and understanding, lack of especially 
trained personnel, lack of funds, and the myriad other problems with 
which the high school principal is confronted in trying to implement 
the objectives of' a functional school music program. Yet, the success 
of the principal's efforts to assume and faithfully discharge the 
specific and related administrative obligations to the music program 
will be epitomized in the extent to which every child, including those 
of exceptional, average, and below average abilities, has been given 
a wide variety of valuable experiences and activities in music, and 
an equal opportunity for musical growth, and the enrichment of his 
personal life through music. 
High School Music in Relation to the Community. The citizens 
of .America provide generously for the education of the children in 
this country. Musical skill developed in the high schools is one of 
the most simple ways of' showing gratitude to the taxpayers for the 
advantaf;;e of a high school education. 
Although it has long been theoretically accepted that the 
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only justification for the enormous cost of pubhc education is the 
contribution it makes to the welf'are of the state or community, this 
contribution was generally conceived in terms of the culture of the 
individual student, the making of a well-informed, skillful person. 
Only during this century hast he conception of the social signif'icance 
of education, the producing of capable and devoted citizens, received 
sufficient recognition to bring about corresponding revisions of 
curricula and methods of instruction. 
The study of local industries; the setting up of discussion 
forums; the instituting of various forms of self-government; the 
development of school excursions; the vitalizing of parent-teacher 
associations; the involving of high school students in city planning 
and surveys; the installing of high school students as municipal 
off1cers for a day; the using of students as traffic officers; the 
providing of practice for high school students as workers in play-
grounds, kindergartens and nuseries, these are only a few examples of 
attempts not only to break down barriers between school and community 
life, but also to give greater motivation to school study. Music has 
starred in this concerted movement. 
During the present century, many efforts have been made to 
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attract young people into church choirs, the most striking being the 
instituting of the minister of music. In order that the school and 
church musical efforts shall reinforce each other, it is essential 
that there be good musicians. In some cases, the school musicians 
also have charge of the music in one of the churches. This naturally 
has some advantages because it insures common standards in the school 
and in at least one of the churches. Church choir membership of high 
school students should be encouraged. 
While it is scarcely possible for the high school teachers of 
music to guide their individual students into all these community 
groups, it is most desirable that the teachers themselves make as 
many contacts as possible, and do all in their power to establish 
desirable relations for the students. Leaders of community musical 
organizations may be invited to address assembled students on special 
occasions, and if possible bring their organization to demonstrate the 
type of work done. Choir festivals, concerts by combined men's clubs, 
massed industrial and commercial musical groups, all such moves will 
serve to acquaint the students with the musical opportunities available 
for him in the future. 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA 
Questionnaires were sent to 21 schools in the Tidewater area. 
The fact that 91 per cent of the schools filled out and returned the 
questionnaire was real indication of their desire to learn why this 
problem exists and a willingness to help in any way possible. The 
questionnaire consisted of the following divisions: 
a. Organization 
b. Nature of Offerings 
c. General Courses 
d. Physical Facilities 
e. Direction of Learning 
f. Teacher Certification 
g. Clinics attended and ratings 
received at District Festivals 
The sections of the questionnaire that dealt with General Courses 
and Physical Facilities were rated by the scale defined below. 
Symbols 
7 - Excellent; the provisions or conditions are extensive and are 
functioning excellently. 
6 - Very Good; the provisions or conditions are extensive and are 
functioning well. 
5 - The provisions or conditions are moderately extensive and are 
functioning excellently. 
4 - Good; the provisions or conditions are moderately extensive and 
are functioning well. 
3 - Fair; the provisions are moderately extensive but are fUnctioning 
poorly. 
2 - The provisions or conditions are limited in extent but are 
functioning poorly. 
1 - foor; the provisions or conditions are limited in extent and 
are functioning poorly. 
0 - Missing; the provisions or conditions are missing; if present, 
they would make a contribution to the vocal needs of the youth 
in our school. 
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NAME OF SCHOOL James Weldon Johnson High School 
ENROLLMENT 975 
CITY Yorktown COUNTY York 
Organization 
The only musical group in this school is the mixed chorus, which 
has a membership of 10 - 20 and meets five periods weekly, the time 
allotted per period is 55 - 60 minutes. 
The pupils are not required to participate in a general music 
course during their secondary school year. 
The pupils are assisted through counseling by qualified 
counselors or music teachers to determine the extent of their par-
ticipation in music activities. 
Nature of Offerings 
The mixed chorus, which has an enrollment of 10 - 20, meets 
five periods weekly for 55 - 60 minutes per period. 
Checklist 
( l. ) 1. 
General Courses 
The general music course provides unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 1 ) 2. The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 1 ) 3. Continued development of singing as a fundamental activity 
of the general music program. 
( l ) 4. Provide recordings of many types of music. 
( 1 ) 5. frovide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading music. 
( 1 ) 6. rrovide opportunities to stu~ leading composers and their 
works. 
B. ~lective Courses and ~xtra Class Activities 
( CJ ) l. ~rovide separate or duplicate organization for pupils in the 
different degrees of ability. 
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( 0 ) 2. 
( 0 ) 3. 
Provide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
Provide opportunities for maximum development of the musical 
abilities of all students. 
( 0 ) 4. ~xtra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
courses. 
( () ) 
( l ) 
( 5 ) 
Physical Facilities 
1. Music rooms are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
3. Provision is made in the budget for additional materials 
and equipment when needed. 
The school has the following equipment. 
a. 1-'ianos c. Music Compositions 
b. Phone graph d. Movie Projector 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor has had treining in the following areas. 
a. Training in vocal music. (private study) 
b. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
c. Courses in music theory. 
d. Training in methods of teaching vocal music. 
e. Active participation in choral groups. 
The music instructor in this school holds the Bachelor's degree 
in .c;ducation. 
The school has not participated in a choral clinic in the past 
two or three years. 
The school received the following ratings at the district 
festivals in the past five years. 
Rating IV III III 
Year 1 2 3 
IV III 
4 5 
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NAME OF SCHOOL Isle of Wight County Training School 
ENROLllAENT 500 
CITY Smithfield COUNTY Isle of Wight 
Organization 
The only vocal organization in this school 1s the mixed chorus. 
This group has an enrollment of 50 - 75 and meets five periods weekly, 
the length of each period be1ng 25 - 35 minutes. 
The pupils are not required to participate in a general music 
course during the1r secondary school year. 
The pupils are asnsted through counseling by qualified 
counselors or music teachers to determine the extent of their par-
ticipation in music act1vities. 
Nature of Offerings 
The mixed chorus 1 which has an enrollment of 50 - 75 1 meets 
five periods weekly i'or 2b - 35 minutes per period. 
Checklist 
( u ) l. 
General Courses 
The general music course prov1des unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( u ) 2. The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 0 ) 3. Continued development of singing as a fundamental activity 
of the general music program. 
7 ) 4. Provide recordings of many types of music. 
0 ) 5. Provide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading music. 
( 0 ) 6. ~rovide opportunities to study leading composers and their 
works. 
B. ~lective Courses and ~xtra Class Activities 
( u ) 1. Provide separate or duplicate organization i'or pupils in the 
different degrees of ab1lity. 
u ) 2. ~rovide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
u ) 3. ~rovide opportun~ties for maximum development of the 
musical abilities of all students. 
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( 0 ) 4. Extra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations and understandings developed in the general 
course. 
Physical Facilities 
( 0 j 1. Music roams are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of' the other classes. 
( 0 ) 2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
( u ) 3. Provision is made in the budget for additional materials and 
equipment when needed. 
The school has the following equipment. 
a. ~iano c. Recording Equipment 
b. Phonograph d. Movie ~rejector 
e. Assembly Song Books 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor of vocal music has had: 
a. Training in vocal music. (private study) 
b. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
c. Courses in music theory. 
d. Training in methods of teaching vocal music. 
e. Active part~cipation in choral groups. 
The teacher in this school holds the Bachelor of Science degree 
in ~ducation. 
The school has participated in the following choral clinics in 
the past two or three years. 
a. District choral clinic 
b. Statewide choral clinic 
o. District and statewide choral clinic 
The school received the following ratings at the district 
festivals in the past five years. 
Rating III III II 
Year l 2 3 
II II 
4 5 
NAME OF SCHOOL George P. Yhenix ~ School 
ENRO LI.Ml!..'N T 3 97 
CITY Hampton 
Organization 
There are three vocal organizations in this high school, they 
are as follow: 
(a) Mixed Chorus 
(b) Boys' Glee Club 
(c) Girls' Glee Club 
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The mixed chorus has an enrollment of 81, it meets four periods 
weekly, time allotted per period for this group is 55 - 60 minutes. 
The Boys' Glee Club which has an enrollment of 35 meets one 
period a week, the time allotted per period is 55 - 60 minutes. 
The Girls' Glee Club which has an enrollment of 46 meets one 
period a week, the time allotted per period is 55 - 60 minutes. 
The pupils are not required to participate in a general music 
course during their secondary school year. 
The pupils are assisted through counseling by qualified music 
teachers to determine the extent of their participation in music 
activities. 
Nature of Offerings 
The following vocal music classes are taught in this school. 
(a) Choir - this organization meets four periods weekly, the 
time allotted per period for this group is 55 - 60 minutes, 
it has a membership of 81. 
(b) Girls' Glee Club - this organization meets once a week, the 
time allotted is 55 - 60 minutes, it has a membership of 46. 
(c) Boys' Glee Club - this organization meets once a week, the 
time allotted is 55 - 60 minutes, it has a membership of 35. 
(d) The general music class has an enrollment of only nine, it 
meets five periods per week, the time allotted per period 
is 55 - 60 minutes. 
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General Courses 
Checklist 
( 7 ) 1. The general music course provides unison and part singing 
for particular needs o£ the adolescent voice. 
( 7 ) 2. The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 7 ) 
( 7 ) 
( 7 ) 
( 1 ,, ) 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Continued development of singing as a fUndamental activity 
of the general music course. 
irovide recordings of many types of music. 
Provide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading music. 
Provide opportunities to study leading composers and their 
works. 
B. Elective Courses and Extra Class Activities 
( 4 ) 1. ~rovide separate or duplicate organization for pupils in 
the different degrees of ability. 
( 0 ) 2. 
( 0 ) 3. 
Provide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
Provide opportunities for max~ development of the 
musical abilities of all students. 
( u ) 4. Extra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
courses. 
( 0 ) 
( 7 ) 
( 1 ) 
Physical Facilities 
1. Music roams are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
2. Special rooms are ass~gned for mus1c activities. 
3. 1-'rovision is made in the budget for additional materials 
and equipment when needed. 
The school has the following equipment: 
a. Piano a. Recording equipment 
b. Radio e. Music compositions 
c. Phonograph f. Movie projector 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor has had training in the following areas: 
a. Training in vocal music. (private study) 
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b. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
c. Courses in music theory. 
d. Training in methods of teaching vocal music. 
e. Active participation in choral groups. 
The music instructor in this school holds the Bachelor degree 
in M~sic ~ducation and teaches only music during the school day. 
The school has participated in the following choral clinics in 
the past two or three years. 
a. District choral clinic 
b. Statew~de choral clinic 
c. District and state clin~c 
The ratings received at music festivals in the past five years 
were as follow: 
Rating _...,r,_r __ r.,..r _ _,...r __ I-:-I--=-I-
Year 1 2 3 4 5 
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NAME OF SCHOOL Bruton Heights High School 
ENROLIMt;NT 302 
CITY Williamsburg COUNTY James City 
Organization 
The only vocal music organization in this school is the mixed 
chorus. 
The mixed chorus has a membership of 30 - 40, it meets five 
periods weekly, and the time allotted for this group is 45 - 55 
minutes per period. 
The pupils are not required to participate in a general music 
course during the~r secondary school year. 
Nature of Offerings 
The instructor teaches music throughout the daily schedule. 
Checklist 
( (J ) l. 
General Courses 
The general music courses provide unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 0 ) 2. The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( u ) 3. Continued development of singing as a fundamental activity 
of the general music course. 
( u ) 4. ~rovide recordings of many types of music. 
0 ) 5. ~rovide opportunities to study leading composers and their 
works. 
( 0 ) 6. ~rovlde opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading music. 
B. t;lective Courses and ~xtra Class Activities 
( 0 ) 1. ~rovide separate or duplicate organization for pupils in 
the different degrees of ability. 
( 4 ) 2. Provide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
( 0 ) 3. ~rovide opportunities for maximum development of the musical 
abilities of all students. 
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( 0 ) 4. Extra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
music courses. 
Physical Facilities 
( 5 ) 1. Music rooms are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
( 5 ) 2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
( 5 ) 3. ~revision is made in the budget for additional materials and 
equipment when needed. 
The school has the following equipment. 
a. 
b. 
Piano 
Radio 
e. 
c. Recording Equipment 
d. Music Compositions 
Movie .l:'rojector 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor of vocal music has had: 
a. Training in vocal music. (private study) 
b. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
c. Courses in music theory. 
d. Training in methods of teaching vocal music. 
e. Active participation in choral groups. 
The music instructor in this school has the Bachelor of Science 
degree in Music Education. 
The school has not participated in a choral clinic in the past 
two or three years. 
The following ratings were received at the district festivals 
in the past f'i ve years. 
Rating III III 
Year 1 2 
IV III 
3 4 
III-
5 
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NAME OF SCHOOL Carver High School 
ENROLlMENT 780 
CITY Warwick 
Organization 
This school has the following vocal organizations: 
(a) Mixed Chorus 
(b) Girls' Glee Club 
The mixed chorus which has an enrollment of 50 - 75 meets five 
periods weekly, the time allotted per period is 45 - 55 minutes. 
The Girls' Glee Club which has an enrollment of 50- 75 meets 
five periods weekly, the time allotted per period is 45 - 55 minutes. 
The pupils are required to participate in at least one general 
music course during their secondary school year. 
The pupils are assisted through counseling by qualified counselors 
or music teachers to determine the extent of their participation in 
music activities. 
Nature of Offerings 
Music is taught throughout the daily schedule in this school, the 
time allotted each period during the day is 45 - 55 minutes. The classes 
are scheduled as General Music eignt and nine. The total enrollment of 
these classes is 112. 
Checklist 
( 7 ) 1. 
General Courses 
The general music course provides unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 7 ) 2. The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of' the aa.olescent voice. 
( 6 ) 3. Continued development of singing as a fundamental activity 
of the general music program. 
( 5 ) 4. Provide recordings of' many types of music. 
( 4 ) 5. ~rovide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading music. 
( 4 ) 6, ~rovide opportunities to study leading composers and their 
works. 
B. Elective Courses and Extra Class Activities 
( 7 ) 1. Provide separate or duplicate organization for pupils in 
the different degrees of ability. 
( 7 ) 2. Provide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
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( 5 ) 3. Provide opportunities i'or maximum development of the musical 
abilities of all students. 
( 7 ) 4. l!:xtra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
courses. 
Physical Facilities 
( 0 ) l. Music rooms are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
3 ) 2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
u ) 3, Provision is made in the budget for additional materials 
and equipment when needed. 
The school has the following equipment. 
a. Piano 
b, Phonograph 
c, Recording Equipment 
d. Movie Projector 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor of vocal music has had: 
a, Training in vocal music. (private study) 
b. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
c. Courses in music theory. 
d, Training in methods of teaching vocal music. 
e, Active participation in choral groups. 
The music instructor does not have a degree in music, but holds 
the Collegiate Professional degree in Education and also teaches in the 
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elementary division of the school. 
The following clinics were attended by the school in the past 
two or three years. 
a. District choral clinic 
b. Statewide choral clinic 
c. District and state clinic 
The f'ollowinc:; ratings were received at the district festivals 
in the past five years. 
Rating~-r~r--~r~r---~r~r--~r-___ r~r-
Year 1 2 3 4 5 
NAME OF SCHOOL Booker T. Washington High School 
ENROLLMENT 1700 
CITY Norfolk 
Organization 
There are three vocal organizations in this high school, they 
are as follow: 
(a) Mixed Chorus 
(b) Boys' Glee Club 
(c) Girls' Glee Club 
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The mixed chorus which has an enrollment o:f 76 - 125 meets five 
periods weekly, the time allotted per period for this group is 55 - 60 
minutes, 
The Boys' Glee Club which has an enrollment of 50 - 75 meets 
two periods weekly, the time allotted per period for this group is 
55 - 60 minutes. 
The Girls' Glee Club which has an enrollment of 75- 126 meets 
three periods weekly, the time allotted for this group is 55 - 60 
minutes. 
The pupils in this school are not required to participate in a 
general music course during their secondary school year. 
The pupils are assisted through counseling by qualified counselors 
or music teachers, to determine the extent of their participation in 
music activ~ties, 
Nature of Offerings 
Music is taught throughout the daily schedule in this school. 
Along with the vocal organizations already named, the school has a voc& 
class with an enrollment of 12, and a general music class with an 
enrollment of 30, both classes meet five periods weekly for 65 - 60 
minutes. 
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General Courses 
Checklist 
( 6 ) 1. The general music course provides unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 6 ) 2. 
( 6 ) 3. 
( 5 ) 4. 
5 ) 5. 
( 7 ) 6. 
B. 
( 7 ) 1. 
The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
Continued development of singing as a fundamental activity 
of the general music program. 
~rovide recordings of many types of music. 
~rovide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading music. 
Provide opportunities to study lead~ng composers and their 
works. 
Elective Courses and Extra Class Activities 
Provide separate or d·u.plicate organization for pupils in 
the different degrees of ability. 
( 7 ) 2. Provide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
( 5 ) 3. Provide opportunities for maximum development of the 
musical abilities of all students. 
( 4 ) 4. Extra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
courses. 
( l) ) 
( 1 ) 
( 6 ) 
Physical Facilities 
1. Music rooms are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
3. ~rovision is made in the budget for additional materials 
and equipment when needed. 
The school has the following equipment: 
a. Pianos 
b. Radio 
c. Phonograph 
d. Recording equipment 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor of vocal music has had: 
a. Vocal music training. (private study) 
b, Vocal music training. (class technique) 
c. Training in methods of teaching vocal music. 
d, Courses in music theory. 
e. Active participation in choral groups. 
The instructor in this school holds the Master of Music 
Education degree from Columbia University. 
The school has participated in the following clinics in the 
past two or three years. 
e.. District choral clinic 
b. Statewide choral clinic 
e. District and state clinic 
furing the last five years the following ratings were received 
at the district festival. 
Rating I- I-
Year 1 2 
I I I 
~ 4 5 
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NAME OF SCHOOL Booker T. Washington High School 
ENROLUAENT 227 
CITY Suffolk COUNTY Nansemond 
Organization 
This school has the following vocal organizations: 
(a) Mixed Chorus 
(b) Girls' Glee Club 
The mixed group has an enrollment of 50- 75, it meets two 
periods weekly, the time allotted per period is 30 - 40 minutes. 
The Girls' Glee Club has an enrollment of 30. 
The pupils are not required to participate in a general music 
course during their secondary school year. 
The music director of this school mad.e the following statement 
on the questionnaire form, "all meetings and rehearsals of any kind 
are after school or before school." 
The pupils are assisted through counseling by qualified counselors 
or music teachers to determine the extent of their participation in 
music activities. 
Nature of Offerings 
The music teacher in this school teaches only music. General 
music classes run throughout the daily schedule. The total enrollment 
oi' the classes is 170. 
Checklist 
( 5 ) 1. 
General Courses 
The beneral music course provides unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 5 ) 2. The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of' the adolescent voice. 
( 5 ) 3. Continued development of singing as a fundamental actiVity 
of the general music program. 
u ) 4. Provide recordings of many types of music. 
6 ) 5. Prov~de opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reeding music. 
( 0 ) 6. Provide opportunities to study leading composers and their 
works. 
B. Elective Courses and Extra Class Activities 
( 5 ) 1. Provide separate or duplicate organization for pupils in 
the different degrees of ability. 
7 ) 2. Provide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
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( 5 ) 3. Provide opportunities for maximum development of the musical 
abilities of all students. 
( 7 ) 4. Extra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
course. 
( 7 ) 
( 7 
( 5 ) 
areas. 
Physical Facilities 
1. Music rooms are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
3. Provision is made in the budget for additional materials 
and equipment when needed. 
The school has the following, equipment. 
a. Pianos c. Music Compositions 
b. ~honograph d. Movie Projector 
e. Supplementary Song Material 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor of vocal music has had training in the following 
a. Training in vocal music. (private study) 
b. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
c. Courses in music theory. 
d. Training in methods of teaching vocal music. 
e. Active participation in choral groups. 
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The music instructor also holds the Bachelor of Science degree 
with a major in MusJ.C .Gducation, but teaches other non-musical subjects. 
The school has participated in the l'ollowing choral clinics. 
a. District choral clinic 
b. Statewide choral clinic 
c. District and state choral clinic 
The following ratings were received at the district i'esti vals 
in the last five years. 
Rating, __ ~I_I __ I~V--~I~I--~I--~I __ __ 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 
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NAME OF SCHOOL Southampton County Training School 
ENROLlMENT ;)92 
CITY Courtland COUNTY Southampton 
Organization 
The only vocal organization in this school is the Girls' Glee 
Club which has an enrollment o:f 50 - 75. The group meets f'our periods 
weekly, the length of each period being 35 - 45 minutes. 
The pupils in this school are not required to participate in a 
general music course during their secondary school year. 
The pupils are assisted through counseling by qualified counselors 
or music teachers to determine the extent of their participation in 
music activities. 
Nature o:f O:fferings 
The music teacher in this school teaches only one music class 
during each school day, while the rest of' her schedule consists of 
physical education classes. 
Checklist 
( 4 ) 1. 
( 4 ) 2. 
( 4 ) 3. 
( 4 ) 4. 
( 4 ) 5. 
( 4 6. 
( 5 ) 1. 
1:3. 
General Courses 
The general music course provides unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
Continued development of singing as a fundamental activity 
of the general music, program. 
~rovide recordings of many types of music. 
Provide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading music. 
~rovlde opportunities to stuqy leading composers and 
their works. 
Elective Courses and Extra Class Activities 
Provide separate or duplicate organization for pupils in 
the dlfferent degrees of ability. 
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( 6 ) 2. ~rovide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
( 4 ) 3. Provide opportunities for maximum development of the musical 
abih ties of all students. 
( 6 ) 4, ~xtra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
courses. 
( u ) 
( 4 ) 
( 0 ) 
Physical Facilities 
1. Music rooms are soundproof' to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
3. .Provis1on 1s made in the budget for additional materials 
and equipment when needed. 
The school has the lollowing equipment. 
a. .Pianos d. Movie .Projector 
b. .Phonograph e. Assembly Song Books 
c. Music Compositions f. Supplementary Song Material 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor of vocal music has had training in the following: 
a. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
b. Courses in music theory. 
c. Training in methods of' teaching vocal music. 
d. Active participation in choral groups. 
The instructor holds the Master's degree in Education but has 
no degree with music as a major. The instructor also teaches subjects 
other than music, 
The school has participated in the following choral clinic in 
the past two or three years. 
District ana state clinic 
The school received the following ratings at the district festivals 
in the past five years. 
Rating~~I~I~~IFI __ I~~I~ 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 
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NAME OF SCHOOL Mary !· Smith High School 
ENROLlMENT 609 
CITY Accomac COUNTY Accomack 
Organization 
There are three vocal organizations in this high school, they 
are as follow: 
(a) Mixed Chorus 
(b) Boys' Glee Club 
(c) Girls' Glee Club 
The mixed chorus, which has an enrollment of 50 - 75, meets 
only one period weekly, the time allotted per period for this organi-
zation is 55 - 60 minutes. 
The Boys' Glee Club, which has an enrollment of 30- 4u, meets 
one period weekly, the time allotted for this organization is 55 - 60 
minutes. 
The Girls' Glee Club, which has an enrollment of 20- 30, meets 
one period weekly, the time allotted for this group is 55 - 60 minutes. 
The pupils are required to participate in at least one general 
music course during their secondary school year. 
The pupils are assisted through counseling by qualified counselors 
or music teachers, to determine the extent of their participation in 
music activities. 
Nature of Offerings 
The school has three music cle.sses, they are as follow: 
(a) The music appreciation class has an enrollment of 15, time 
allotted for this class is 55 - 60 minutes and it meets 
five periods per week 
(b) A music theory class with an enrollment of 31, meets five 
periods per week, time allotted for this group is 55 - 60 
minutes per period. 
(c) The general music class has an enrollment of 195 and meets 
Checklist 
( 3 ) 1. 
five periods weekly, the time allotted for this class 
is 55 - 60 minutes per period. 
General Courses 
The general music course provides unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 3 ) 2. The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 4 ) 3. Continued development of singing as a fundamental activity 
of the general music program. 
3 ) 4. Prov1de recordings of many types of music. 
3 ) 5. ~rovide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading music. 
( 3 ) 6. ~rovide opportunities to study leading composers and their 
works. 
( 0 ) l. 
( 2 ) 2. 
( 4 ) 3. 
B. ~lective Courses and ~xtra Class Activities 
~rovide separate or duplicate organization for pupils in 
the different degrees of ability. 
~rovide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
~rovide opportunities for maximum development of musical 
abilities of all students. 
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( 2 ) 4. ~xtra class activities are built upon the knowle!fge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
courses. 
Physical Facilities 
( 0 ) 1. Music rooms are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
( 3 ) 2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
( 2 ) 3. J:'rovision is made in the budget for additional materials 
and equipment when needed. 
The following equipment is provided: 
a. ~ianos 
b. Radio 
c. .Phonograph 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor of vocal music has had: 
a. Training in vocal music. (private study) 
b. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
c. Courses in music theory. 
d. Training in methods of teaching vocal music. 
e. Active participation in choral groups. 
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The vocal teacher in this school has a Bachelor of Science degree, 
with a major in Music Education. 
The school has not participated in a choral clinic in the past 
two or three years. 
The ratings received in the past five years in the district 
festival are as follow: 
Rating III II IV III III 
Year --~1--~2~--~3~---4~--~5~ 
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NAME OF SCHOOL Northampton County High School 
CITY Machipongo COUNTY Northampton 
Organization 
The only vocal organization in this school is the mixed chorus, 
which has an enrollment of 50 - 75. 
The group meets two periods weekly, the time allotted per period 
is 35 - 45 minutes, 
The pupils in this school are not required to participate in 
at least one general music course during their secondary school year. 
Pupils are not asslsted by qualified counselors to determine the 
extent of thelr participation in music activlties. 
Nature of Offerings 
The general music class which is taught in this school meets 
three periods each week, the time allotted per period is 35 - 45 
minutes. 
Checklist 
( 6 ) 1. 
General Courses 
The general music course provides unison and part singing 
for particular needs of' the adolescent voice. 
( 6 ) 2, The general music course proVides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 6 ) 3, Continued development of singing as a fundamental activity. 
( l 4, J.-'rovide recordlngs of many types of music. 
4 ) 5. J.-'rovide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reacting music. 
( 4 ) 6. J.-'rovide opportunities to study leading composers and their 
works. 
B, ~lective Courses and ~xtra Class Activities 
0 ) 1. Music rooms are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
( 0 ) 2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
( 0 ) 3. Pronsion is made in the budget for additional materials 
and equipment when needed. 
The following equipment is provided: 
a. Pianos 
b. .Phonograph 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor has had training m the following areas. 
a. Training in vocal music. (pr1vate study) 
b. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
c. Courses in music theory. 
d. Training in methods of' teaching vocal music. 
e. Active participation in choral groups. 
The instructor holds the Bachelor's and Master's degrees in 
Music .t;ducation. 
The school has attended the following clinics in the past two 
or three years. 
a. Distr1ct choral clinic 
b, Statewide choral clinic 
c. District and statewide clinic 
The following ratings were received at district festivals in 
the past five years. 
Rating I I II- II- II 
Year ~~1---~2--~0~---~4~---5~--
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NAME OF SCHOOL George W. Carver 
ENROLlMENT 345 
CITY South Norfolk 
Organization 
The school has the following; musical organizations: 
(a) Mixed Chorus 
(b) Girls' Glee Club 
The enrolbnent for the mixed chorus is 30 - 4U and it meets 
six periods weekly, the time allotted per period is 55 - 60 minutes. 
The enrollment for the Girls' Glee Club is 20- 30. This 
organization meets three periods weekly, the time allotted per period 
is 50 - 60 minutes. 
The pupils are not required to participate in a general music 
course during their secondary school year. 
The pupils are not assisted through counseling by qualified 
counselors or music teachers to determine the extent of their partici-
pation in music activities. 
Nature of Offerings 
The following music classes are taught in this school. 
(a) Choir - th~s organization meets six periods weekly, 
the time allotted per period i'or this group is 55 - 60 
minutes. 
(b) Girls' Glee Club- this organization meets three periods 
~ekly, the time allotted per period is 55 - 60 minutes. 
Checklist 
( 6 ) l. 
General Courses 
The general music course provided unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 4 ) 2. The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 3 ) 3. Continued development of singing as a fundamental activity 
of the general music program. 
( 3 ) 4. ~rovide record~ngs of many types of music. 
( 1 ) 5. ~rovide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading music. 
( 1 ) 6. ~rovide opportunities to stuqy leading composers and their 
works. 
B. ~lective Courses and ~xtra Class Activities 
( 1 ) 1. t'rovide separate or duplicate organization for pupils in 
the different degrees of ability. 
( 1 ) 2. ~rovide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
( 1 ) 3. ~rovide opportunities for maximum development of the 
musical abilities of all students. 
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( 1 ) 4. ~xtra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
music courses. 
Physical Facilities 
( 1 ) 1. Music rooms are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
1 ) 2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
( 1 ) 3. ~revision is made in the budget for additional materials and 
equipment when needed. 
The following equipment is provided. 
a. Radio 
b. Assembly song books 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor o1' vocal music has had training in the following: 
a. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
b. Courses in music theory. 
c. Training in methods of teaching vocal nmsic. 
d. Active participation in choral groups. 
The music instructor in this school holds the Bachelor degree 
in ~ducation. There is no certified music teacher in this school. The 
instructor of music also teaches other subjects. 
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The school has participated in the following choral clinics 
in the last two or three years. 
a. District choral clinic 
b. Statewide choral clinic 
c. lh.strict and state clinic 
The following ratings were receiVed at the district festivals 
in the past five years. 
Rating~ __ II~I~-I~V---I~I_I ___ II~I-~ ___ I~I~I-4_ 
Year l 2 3 4 5 
• 
• 
NAME OF SCHOOL Our ~ of Victory ~ School 
ENRULI.Ml!:NT 108 
CITY Portmnouth 
Organization 
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The only vocal organizatlon in this school is the mixed chorus. 
The group has an enrollment of 75 - 125 and meets two periods weekly. 
The tl.me allotted for this organization per period is 55 - 60 minutes. 
The pupils e.re not required to participate in a general music 
course during their secondary school year. 
Nature of Offerings 
The school has one vocal music class with an enrollment of 80. 
The class meets two periods weekly for 55 - 60 minutes. 
Checklist 
( 4 ) 1. 
General Courses 
The general mus1c course provides unison and part s1nging 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 4 ) 2. The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 4 ) 3. Continued development of singing as a fundamental activity 
of the general music program. 
3 ) 4. ~rovide recordings of many types of music. 
3 ) 5. ProVide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading music. 
( 3 ) 6. ~rovide opportunities to study leading composers and their 
works. 
B. .tnective Courses end t;xtra. Class Aetiv1ties 
( 2 ) l. .t'rovide separate or duplicate organization for pupils in 
the different degrees of ability . 
( 2 ) 2. Provide general chor~s or large group sing1ng activities. 
2 ) 3. Provide opportunities for maximum development of the musical 
abilities of all students. 
3 ) 4. ~xtra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
courses. 
Physical Facilities 
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( 5 ) l. Mus1.c rooms are soundproof' to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
4 ) 2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
3 ) 3. Provision is made in the budget for additional materials 
and equipment when needed. 
The school has the following equipment. 
a. .l:'iano c. Recording equipment 
b. ~honograph d. Movie Projector 
e. Supplementary Song Material 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor of vocal music has had the following: 
a. Training in vocal music. (private study) 
b. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
c. Courses in music theory. 
d. Training in methods of' teaching vocal music. 
e. Active participation in choral groups. 
The teacher in this school does not have a degree in music, but 
holds the Master's degree in ~ducation. This teacher also gives music 
instruction in other schools in the city. 
This school has not participated in a choral clinic in the past 
two or three years. 
The following ratings were received at district festivals in the 
past five years. 
Rating III II II II III 
Year '----~1-~2::----:-:;)~-=4---::5,......-
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NAM~ OF SCHOOL Crestwood High School 
ENROLIMt:NT 975 
CITY Crestwood COUNTY Norfolk 
Organization 
The school has the following vocal organizations: 
(a) Mixed Chorus 
(b) Boys' Glee Club 
(c) Girls' Glee Club 
The mixed chorus has an enrollment of 50 - 75, it meets five 
periods weekly, the time allotted per period for this group is 45 - 55 
minutes. 
The Boys' Glee Club which has an enrollment of 10- 20 meets 
meets 1'ive periods weekly, the time allotted per period is 45 - 55 
minutes. 
The Girls' Glee Club has an enrollment of 20 - 3u and meets five 
periods weekly, the time allotted per period is 45 - 55 minutes. 
The pupils are not required to participate in at least one general 
music course during their secondary school year. 
The pupils are not assisted through counseling by qualified 
counselors or music teachers to determine the extent of their partie~-
pation in music activities. 
Nature of Offerings 
The music teacher in this school teaches general music and also 
other subjects during the school day. 
Checklist 
( 6 ) 1. 
General Courses 
The general music course provides unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 6 ) 2. The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
5 ) 3. Continued development of singing as a fundamental activity 
of the general music program. 
6 4. Provlde recordings of many types of music. 
( 5 ) 5. ~rovide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading music. 
( 7 ) 6. Provide opportunities to study leading composers and tneir 
works. 
( 6 ) l. 
B. ~lective Courses and ~xtra Class Activities 
~rovide separate or duplicate organization for pupils in 
the different degrees of ability. 
Provide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
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( 5 2. 
( 3 ) 3. .t'rovide opportunities for maximum development of the musical 
abilities of all students. 
( 5 ) 4. Extra class activit~es are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
courses. 
Physical Facilities 
( 5 ) l. Music rooms are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
7 2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
5 ) 3. ~rovision is made in the budget for additional materials 
and equipment when neeaed. 
areas. 
The school has the following equipment. 
a. t'iano c. Movie .i:-'rojector 
b. Phonograph d. Supplementary Song Material 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor of vocal music has had training in the following 
a. Training in vocal music. (private study) 
b. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
c. Courses in music theory. 
d. Training in methods of teacning vocal music. 
e. Active participation in choral groups. 
The music instructor in this school holds the Bachelor's degree 
in Music .l!;ducation. 
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The Crestwood High ::ichool has participated in the following 
choral clinics in the past two or three years. 
a. Distr1ct choral clinic 
b. Statewide choral clinic 
The school received the following ratings at district festivals 
in the past i'1 ve years. 
Rating~~II~~I~I ___ I~I-__ ~I~---~1-
tear 1 2 ;) 4 5 
-
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N.AM.t; OF SCHOOL David G. Jacox Junior High School 
ENROLLMENT 1400 
CITY Norfolk 
Organization 
The school has the following; vocal organizations: 
(a) Mixed Chorus 
(b) Boys' Glee Club 
(c) Girls' Glee Club 
The mixed chorus has a membership of 50 - 75, it meets five 
periods per week, the time allotted per period is 45 - 55 minutes. 
The Boys' Glee Club meets two periods weekly, it has a 
membership or 20 - 30, the time allotted per period is 55 - 60 minutes. 
The Girls' Glee Club meets two periods weekly, it has a 
membership of 40 - 50, the time allotted per period is 55 - 60 mim1tes. 
The pupils are required to participate in at least one general 
music course during; their secondary school year. 
The pupils are assisted through counseling; by qualified music 
teachers or counselors to determine the extent of their participation 
in music activities. 
Nature of Offerings 
The following music classes are taught by the instructor. 
(a) The mixed choir with an enrollment of 60. 
(b) The general music class with an enrolbnent of 245. 
(c) The Girls' Glee Club with a membership of 47. 
(d) The Boys' Glee Club with a membership of 26. 
Checklist 
( 7 ) l. 
General Courses 
The general music course provides unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 7 ) 2. The general music course provides through unison and part 
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singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 7 ) 3. Continued development of singing as e. fundamental activity 
of the general music program. 
( 6 ) 4. rrovide recordings of many types of music. 
6 ) 5. Provide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading music. 
( 6 ) 6. Provide opportunities to study leading composers and their 
works. 
B. Elective Courses and ~xtra Class Activities 
( 4 ) 1. Provide separate or duplicate organization for pupils in 
the different degrees of ability. 
6 2. Provide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
7 ) 3. .t-'rov1.de opportunities for max:ilnum. development of the 
musical abilities of all students. 
( 6 ) 4. Extra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
courses. 
Physical Facilities 
( 5 ) 1. Music rooms are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
( 5 ) 2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
( 7 ) 3. .t-'rovision is made in the budget for additional materials 
and equipment when needed. 
areas. 
The school has the following equipment. 
a. Pianos d. Music Compositions 
b. Radio e. Movie Projector 
c. Recording .t:;quipment f. Supplementary Song Mater1.al 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor of vocal music has had training in the following 
a. Training in voice. (private study) 
b. Training in voice. (class technique) 
c. Courses in music theory. 
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d. Training in methods of teaching vocal music. 
e. Active participation in choral groups. 
The instructor has the Bachelor of Science degree with a major 
in Music Education. The daily schedule of this teacher consists of' 
music only. 
The school has participated in the following choral clinics in 
the past two or three years. 
a. D1strict choral clinic 
b. ~tatewide choral clinic 
c. Dis~rict and state clinic 
The following ratings were received at the district festivals 
in the past 1·i ve years. 
Rating __ ~r __ r~r~-r~r_r __ r_v~-r~r-~ 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 
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NAME OF SCHOOL Riddick Weaver Junior High School 
ENROLLMENT 1065 
CITY Portmnouth COUNTY Norfolk 
Organization 
The only vocal organization in this school is the mixed chorus. 
This organization has an enrollment of 50 - 75 and meets two 
periods weekly. The time allotted for this group is 25 - 35 minutes. 
The pupils are required to participate in at least one general 
music course during their secondary school year. 
The pupils are assisted through counseling by qualified 
counselors or music teachers to determine the extent of their par-
ticipation in music activities. 
Nature of U.fferings 
The general :music class meets two periods weekly i'or 45 - 55 
minutes. 
Checklist 
( 7 ) 1. 
( 7 ) 2. 
( 7 ) ;). 
( 6 ) 4. 
( 7 ) 5. 
( 7 ) 6. 
General Courses 
The general music course provides unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of' the adolescent voice. 
Continued development of singing as a fundamental activity 
of the general music program. 
~rovide recordings of many types of music. 
Provide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading music. 
~rovide opportunit1es to stu~ leading composers and 
their works. 
B. Elective Courses and Extra Class Activities 
( 7 ) l. Provide separate or duplicate organization for pupils in 
the different degrees of ability. 
( 7 ) 
( 7 ) 
( 7 ) 
2. Provide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
3. .Provide opportunities for maximum development of the 
musical abilities of all students. 
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4. Extra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
courses. 
Physical Facilities 
( 6 ) 1. Music rooms are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
( 7 ) 2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
( 7 ) 3. .Provision is made in the budget for additional materials 
and equipment when needed. 
The following equipment is provided: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Piano 
Recording E;quipment 
Movie .Projector 
g. Supplementary 
d. .Phone graph 
e. Music Compositions 
f. Assembly Song Books 
Song Material 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor of vocal music has had: 
a. Training in vocal music. (private study) 
b. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
c. Courses in music theory. 
d. Training in methods of teaching vocal music. 
e. Active participation in choral groups. 
The school has participated in a district and state choral clinic. 
The following ratings were received at the district festivals in 
the past three years: 
Rating~~--~~-I~II ___ I~I~-I~I~+-
Year 1 2 3 4 5 
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NAME OF SCHOOL Y. H. Thomas Junior ~School 
ENROLlMENT 715 
CITY Hampton COUNTY Elizabeth City 
Organization 
The school has the following vocal organizations: 
(a) Mixed Chorus 
(b) Boys' Glee Club 
(c) Girls' Glee Club 
The mixed chorus which has an enrollment of 75 - 125 meets one 
period weekly, the time allotted for this group is 45 55 minutes. 
The Boys' Glee Club which has an enrollment of 30- 40 meets 
three periods weekly, the time allotted per period. for this group is 
15 - 25 minutes. 
The Girls' Glee Club which has an enrollment of 20 - 30 meets 
one period weekly for 45 - 55 minutes. 
The pupils are required to participate in at least one general 
music course during their secondary school year. 
The pupils are assisted through counseling by qualified counselors 
or music teachers to determine the extent of their participation in 
music activities. 
Nature of Offerings 
The instructor teaches music throughout the daily schedule. 
Checklist 
( 6 ) 1. 
General Courses 
The general music course provides unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 6 ) 2. The general mus1c course provides through unison and part 
singing for part1cular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 6 ) 3. Continued development of s1nging as a fundamental activity 
of the general music course. 
( 2 ) 4. .t'rovide recordings of many types oi' music. 
( 7 ) 5. ~rovide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill 
in reading music. 
( 7 ) 6, ~rovide opportunities to study leading composers and their 
works. 
B. Elective Courses and Extra Class Activities 
( 6 ) 1. Provide separate or duplicate organization tor pupils in 
the different degrees of ability. 
6 ) 2. ~rovide general chorus or large ~roup singing activities. 
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5 ) 3. Provide opportunities for maximum development of the musical 
abilities oi' all students. 
7 ) 4. Extra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
courses. 
Physical Facilities 
( 0 ) 1. Music rooms are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
( 6 ) ·2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
( 0 ) 3. Provision is made in the budget for additional materials 
and equipment when needed, 
The school has the following equipment. 
a. ~iano 
b. Radio 
c. Recording Equipment 
d. Music Compositions 
e. Movie Projector 
f, Assembly Song Books 
g. Supplementary Song 
Material 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor of vocal music has had. the following: 
a. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
b. Courses in music theory. 
c. Training in methods of teaching vocal music. 
d. Active participation in choral groups. 
The music instructor in this school does not have a special 
degree in music but holds the Bachelor of Science degree in Education. 
The Y. H. Thomas Junior High School has participated in the 
following choral clinics in the past two or three years. 
a. District choral clinic 
b. District and state clinic 
The following ratings were received in the district festivals 
in the past five years. 
Rating III II III II II 
Year ·--'::"1-~2~--:::3-~4-~5-
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NA~E OF SCHOOL Huntington High School 
ENROLLM~NT 1400 
CITY Newport ~ 
Organization 
This school has the i'ollowing vocal organizations: 
(a) Mixed Chorus 
(b) Boys' Glee Club 
(c) Girls' Glee Club 
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The mixed chorus which has an enrollment of 150 meets n ve periods 
weekly, the time allotted per period is 55 - 60 minutes. 
The Boys' Glee Club and the Girls' Glee Club in this particular 
school constitute the members of the mixed chorus. 
The pupils are required to participate in at least one general 
music course during their secondary school year. 
The pupils are assisted through counseling by qualified counselors 
or music teachers to determine the extent of their participation in 
music activities. 
Nature of Offerings 
There are t·i ve vocal music classes taught in this school. Each 
class meets rive periods weekly for 55 - 60 minutes per period. 
Checklist 
( 7 ) 1. 
General Courses 
The general music course pro~des unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 6 ) 2. The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs o1· the adolescent voice. 
( 7 ) 6. Continued development of singing as a fundamental activity 
of the general music program. 
7 ) 4. ~rovide recordings of many types of music. 
6 ) 5. ~rovlde opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
readlng music. 
( 6 ) 6, ~rovide opportunities to study leading composers and their 
works, 
B, ~lective Courses and ~xtra Class Activities 
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( 0 ) l. .t:>rovide separate or duplicate organization for pupils in the 
different degrees of ability. 
4 ) 2. Provide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
ti ) 3. .t'rovide opportunities for maxiln.um development of the musical 
abilities of all students. 
( 6 ) 4. ~xtra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
courses. 
( u ) 
( ? ) 
( 6 ) 
Physical Facilities 
1. Music rooms are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work of the other classes. 
2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
3. .Provision is made in the budget for additional materials 
.and equipment when needed, 
The school has the following equipment. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
.l:'ianos 
1-'honograph 
Recording Equipment 
g. Supplementary 
d. Music Compositions 
e. Movie Projector 
f. Assembly Song Books 
Song Material 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor of vocal music has had: 
a. Training in vocal music. (private study) 
b, Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
c, Courses in music theory. 
d. Training in methods of teaching vocal music. 
e. Active participation in choral groups. 
The music teacher in this school holds the Bachelor or Sc~ence 
degree in Music ~ducation and is at present completing Master's stu~ 
at Boston Univers~ty. 
The Huntington High School has participated in the following 
choral clinics in the past two or three years. 
a. District choral clinic 
b. Statewide choral clinic 
The school received the following ratings in the district 
festivals in the past 1'ive years. 
Rating I I~ H H H 
1 2 0 4 5 
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NAME OF SCHOOL I. C. Norcum 
ENROLI..MBNT 900 
CITY ~ortsmouth 
Organization 
This school has the following vocal organizations: 
(a) Mixed Chorus 
(b) Girls' Glee Club 
The mixed chorus which has an enrollment o1 40 - 50 meets four 
periods weekly, the time allotted per period is 45 - 55 minutes. 
The Girls' Glee Club which has an enrollment of ~u- 4u meets 
two periods weekly, the time allotted per period is 45 - 55 minutes. 
The pupils are required to participate in at least one general 
music course during their secondary school year. 
The pupils are assisted through counseling by qualified counselors 
or music teachers to determine the extent of their participation in 
music activit1es. 
Nature of Offerings 
The general music class which has an enrollment of 45 - 55 meets 
three periods weekly. 
Checklist 
( 4 ) 1. 
General Courses 
The general music course provides unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 4 ) 2. The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
( 4 ) ii. Continued development of singing as a i'und.a.mental activity 
of the general music program. 
4 ) 4. ~rovide recordings of many types of music. 
~ ) 5. Provide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading music. 
( 3 ) 6. Provide opportunities to study leading composers and their 
works. 
( 3 ) 1. 
B. Elective Courses and ~xtra Class Activities 
t'rovide separate or duplicate organization for pupils in 
the different degrees of ability. 
t'rovide general chorus or large group singing activit~es. 
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( 3 ) 2. 
( 3 ) <:J. .i:'rovide opportunities for maximum. development of the musical 
abilities of' all students. 
( 4 ) 4. ~xtra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
courses. 
t'hysical Facilities 
( 3 ) l. Mus1c rooms are soundproof' to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work o1' the other classes. 
0 2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
~ ) 3. t'rovis1on is made in the budget for additional equipment and 
materials when needed. 
The following equipment is provided. 
a. t'iano c. Music Compositions 
b. t'honograph d. Assembly Song Books 
e. Supplementary Song Material 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional ::>tai'f' 
The instructor of vocal music has haa: 
a. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
o. Courses in music theory. 
c. Active participation in choral groups. 
The instructor in th~s school does not have a degree in music, 
and teaches subjects other than music. 
The school has participated in the 1'ollowing choral clinics in 
the past two or three years. 
a. District choral clinic 
b. Statewide choral clinic 
The following ratings were received in the district :t'estivals 
in the past five years. 
Rating II III II II+ II 
---r~~z~---u---4~--~5--
NAME OF SCHOOL Hadyn High School 
ENROLlMENT 600 
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CITY Franklin COuNTY Southampton 
Or~an.ization 
The only vocal organization in this particular school is the 
mixed chorus. The group has an enrollment of 30 - 40, it meets two 
periods weekly for 25 - 35 minutes per period. 
The pupils are not required to participate in at least one 
general music course during their secondary school year. 
The pupils are not assisted through counseling by qualified 
counselors or music teachers to determine the extent of their partici-
pation in music activities. 
Nature of Offerings 
The general music class in this school has an enrollment o1· 20, 
It meets three periods each week for 45 - 55 mirutes per period. 
Checklist 
( 4 ) 1. 
( 3 ) 2. 
( 4 ) 3. 
( ;) ) 4. 
( 3 ) b. 
General Courses 
The general music course provides unison and part singing 
for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
The general music course provides through unison and part 
singing for particular needs of the adolescent voice. 
Continued development of singing as e. fundamental activity 
of the general music program. 
~rovide recordings of many types of music. 
~rovide opportunities to develop knowledge and skill in 
reading mus~c. 
( 3 ) 6. ~rov~de opportunities to study leading composers and their 
works. 
B. Blective Courses and ~xtra Class Activities 
( 3 ) 1. ~rovide separate or duplicate organization i'or pupils in 
the different degrees of' ability. 
( 3 ) 2. ~rovide general chorus or large group singing activities. 
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( 3 ) 3. ~rovide opportunities for maximum development of the musical 
abilities of all students. 
( 4 ) 4. ~xtra class activities are built upon the knowledge, skill, 
appreciations, and understandings developed in the general 
courses. 
Physical Facilities 
( ~ ) 1. Music rooms are soundproof to such an extent or so located 
that they do not interfere with the work oi' the other classes. 
3 ) 2. Special rooms are assigned for music activities. 
( 3 ) 3. ~rovision is made in the budget for additional materials 
and equipment when needed. 
The school has the following equipment. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
~iano 
Radio 
Phonograph 
g. Music 
d. Recording ~quipment 
e. Movie Projector 
f. Assembly Song Books 
Compositions 
Direction of Learning 
Instructional Staff 
The instructor of vocal music has had: 
a. Training in vocal music. (class technique) 
b, Courses Ln music theory. 
c. Training in methods of teaching vocal music. 
a. Active participation in choral groups. 
The music instructor in this school does not have a degree in 
musi~ and teaches subjects other than music. 
The school has participated in the following choral clinics in 
the past two or three years. 
a. District choral clinic 
b, Statew2de choral clinic 
The school received the following ratings at the district 
festivals in the past five years. 
Rating III III III II II• 
1 2 ~ 4 5 
CHAI:'TER IV 
ANALYSIS AND TREA'IMENT OF THE DATA 
TABLE I 
TALLY BY PERCENTAGE OF THE ENROLI.M.l!:NTS OF THE BOYS 1 GLEE CIITB, 
GIRLS 1 GL.t:E CIITB, AND MIXED CHORUS 
Percentage Or ge.nization Number in Group 
A. Mixed Chorus 
5% of the schools have enrollments from 10 - 20 
16% of the schools have enrollments from 30 - 40 
5% of the schools have enrollments from 40 - 50 
37% of the schools have enrollments from 50- 75 
26% of the schools have enrollments from 75 - 125 
5% of the schools have enrollments from 125 - 150 
B. Boys' Glee Club 
5% of the schools have enrollments from 10 - 20 
5% of the schools have enrollments from 20 - 30 
lOfo of the schools have enrollments from 30- 40 
5% of the schools have enrollments from 50 75 
5% of' the schools have enrollments from 75 - 125 
c. Girls' Glee Club 
21% of the schools have enrollments from 20 - 30 
5% of the schools have enrollments from 30- 40 
5% of the schools have enrollments from 40 - 50 
167; of the schools have enrollments from 50 - 75 
5% of the schools have enrollments from 75 - 125 
Table I indicates that ninety-four per cent of the schools have 
mixed groups and of this number sixty-eight per cent have enrollments 
of fifty or above, only one school has an enrollment below ten. A Girls' 
Glee Club is found in fifty-two per cent of the Tidewater schools, making 
it next in popularity to the mixed chorus. Thirty per cent of the 
schools have Boys' Glee Clubs, and ten per cent of this number have 
enrollments of fifty or more. This is unusual because in many instances 
this number of able bodied young singers are not always available. 
TABLE II 
TALLY BY P.I!:RCENTAGJtJ OF THE NOMBER OF .r'.l!lUODS THE MIXl!:D CHORUS, 
BOYS 1 GLE~ CWB, AND GIRLS 1 GLEE CLUB M~ET WltJEKLY 
Percentage 
lOfo 
26% 
10% 
42% 
5% 
5% 
16% 
5% 
5% 
16% 
10/o 
10'/o 
5% 
lOf., 
Number of Periods Organization Meets Weekly 
A. Mixed Chorus 
of the schools meet I period weekly 
of the schools meet II periods weekly 
of the schools meet IV periods weekly 
of' the schools meet V periods weekly 
of the schools meet VI periods weekly 
B. Boys' Glee Club 
of' the schools meet I period weekly 
of the schools meet II periods weekly 
of' the schools meet III periods weekly 
of' the schools meet V periods weekly 
c. Girls' Glee Club 
of the schools meet I period weekly 
of' the schools meet II periods weekly 
of' the schools meet III periods weekly 
of the schools meet IV periods weekly 
of the schools meet V periods weekly 
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Table II indicates that of the eighteen schools which have mixed 
choruses, only forty-two per cent meet daily throughout the school week, 
twenty-six per cent meet two periods weekly, ten per cent meet four 
periods weekly and ten per cent meet only one period weekly. One mixed 
chorus meets six periods weekly, which is above the average of five. 
Section B of the table reveals that the Boys' Glee Club in the Tidewater 
schools is not allotted as many periods per week as the mixed chorus. 
Only one school is allotted the average number of periods. Three 
schools are allotted two periods per week. The periods run as low as 
one for one school and three and tive for two other schools. Section C 
indicates that not much time is allotted to the Girls' Glee Club. It 
appears that the greater number of periods are given to the mixed chorus 
in these schools. 
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Of the ten schools that have Girls' Glee Clubs, three of these 
meet only one period a week. The majority of the schools meet two 
periods per week. Only two schools meet the average allotted periods 
of five. 
TABLE III 
TALLY BY P.t<.:RCENTAGE OF THE TIME ALLOTTED THE MIXED CHORUS, GIRL'S GLEE 
CIDB, AND BOYS' GLEE CLUB 
Percentage 
21% 
10'/o 
30'/o 
30% 
5% 
5% 
21% 
5% 
5% 
21% 
Organization 
A. Mixed Chorus 
of the choruses meet from 
of the choruses meet from 
of the choruses meet from 
of the choruses meet from 
B. Girls' Glee Club 
of the Girls' Glee Clubs meet from 
of the Glrls' Glee Clubs meet from 
of the Girls' Glee Clubs meet from 
c. Boys' Glee Club 
of the Boys' Glee Clubs meet from 
of the Boys' Glee Clubs meet from 
of the Boys' Glee Clubs meet from 
Minutes Allotted 
25 - 35 
35 - 45 
45 - 55 
55 - 60 
35 - 45 
45 - 55 
55 - 65 
15 - 25 
45 - 55 
55 - 60 
Table III indicates that only six of the eighteen schools that 
have mixed choruses meet the standard allotted time of 55 - 60 minutes. 
Six other schools are allotted time very close to standard, that being 
45 - 55 minutes. The other six schools meet 35 minutes or less, this 
being below the average time that is usually allotted for these activi-
ties. Section B of the table indicates that twenty-one per cent of the 
ten schools that have Girls' Glee Clubs meet the average allotted time 
of 5b - 60 minutes. Section C indicates that the Boys' Glee Clubs 
receive the same allotted time for rehearsal as the Girls' Glee Clubs. 
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TABLE IV 
TALLY BY P~RCENTAGI!; OF THE NATURE OF OFFERINGS 
Percentage 
68% 
80'/o 
53% 
58% 
53% 
37% 
68% 
General Courses 
of the schools proVide unison and part 
singing for particular needs of the 
adolescent voice equivalent to symbols 
4 - 7 or the rating scale. 
of the schools continued development of 
singing as a fundamental activity of the 
general music program as defined by 4 - 7 
of the rating scale. 
of the schools provide recordings of many 
types of music as defined from 4 - 7 of 
the rating scale. 
of the schools provide opportunities to 
develop knowledge and skill in reading 
music. 
of the schools provide opportunities to 
study leading composers and their works 
as defined from 4 - 7 on the scale. 
of the schools require pupils to participate 
in at least one general music course during 
their secondary school year. 
of the pupils are assisted through counseling 
by qualified counselors or music teachers 
to determine the extent of their participa-
tion in music activities. 
Table IV indicates that only sixty-eight per cent of the schools 
provide unison and part singing from 4 - 7 on the scale, which ranges 
from average to above average. It appears that most schools continue 
the development of singing as a fundamental activity of the general 
music class. Only a mnall portion of the schools provide recordings 
of many types of music and opportunity to stuqy leading composers and 
their works. The percentage of schools that develop the skill of music 
reading is relatively low. Only a small per cent of the schools 
require the pupils to participate in at least one general music 
course during their secondary school year. An average per cent of 
the schools do assist the pupils in determining the extent of their 
participation in music activities. 
TABLE V 
TALLY BY PERCENTAGE OF ELECTIVE COURSES 
AND EXTRA CLASS ACTIVITIES 
Percentage Elective Courses and Extra Class Activities 
53% 
58% 
of the schools provide separate or duplicate 
organizations tor pupils in the different 
degrees of ability as defined on the scale 
from 4 - 7. 
of the schools provide general chorus or large 
group singing activities equivalent to 4 - 7 of 
the rating scale. 
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53% of the schools provide opportunities for- maximum 
development of the musical abilities of' all 
students as defined from 4 - 7 of the scale. 
63% of the schools have extra. class activities that 
are built upon the knowledge, skill, appreci-
ations, and understandings developed in the 
general courses as defined from 4 - 7 of the 
scale. 
Table V indicates that under the heading of elective courses 
and extra class activities the schools on a whole do not rate too 
highly. Only a small per cent of the schools provide for separate or 
duplicate organizations for pupils with different degrees of ability. 
It appears that the general chorus or large group singing activities 
are not encouragea in the majority of these schools. This is reflected 
in the low per cent of schools that provide opportunities for maximum 
development of the music abilities of all students. Approximately a 
little over half of the schools have extra class activities built 
upon the knowledge developed in the general music class. 
TABLE VI 
TALLY BY PERCENTAGE OF PHYSICAL FACILITIES 
Percentage 
53% 
42% 
95% 
307o 
84% 
58% 
68% 
;; 7'{la 
58% 
Physical Facilities 
of the schools have soundproof rooms so 
located that they do not interfere with 
the work of the other classes as defined 
from 4 - 7 on the rating scale. 
of the schools are assigned special rooms 
for music activities as defined from 4 - 7 
on the scale. 
of the schools make prov1s1on in the budget 
for additional materials and equipment when 
needed, 
of the schools have pianos. 
of the schools have radios. 
of the schools have phonographs. 
of the schools have music compositions. 
of the schools have a movie projector. 
of the schools have assembly song books. 
of the schools have supplementary song 
material. 
Table VI clearly indicates that only a few schools have sound-
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proof music rooms. Only one-half of the schools have special rooms set 
aside for music activities. The table also indicates that only a few oi' 
the schools receive average or above average provision in the budget for 
additional materials and equipment when needed. It is surprising to 
note that over one-half of the Negro schools in this section have a 
movie projector, this is probably due to the rapid development of the 
audio-visual aid program in this state. Only a small per cent of the 
schools include the use of the radio in their music program. One would 
expect a larger per cent of the schools to receive music compositions, 
assembly song books, and supplementary song material, since these 
items are very essential to any vocal program. The percentage in 
these areas is very law. It is even more unusual that only ninety-
five per cent of the schools have pianos. One would surely expect 
one-hundred per cent of the schools to have at least one piano. 
TABLE VII 
TALLY BY PERCENTAGE OF DIRECTION OF LEARNING 
Percentage 
80fo 
100'/o 
100/o 
lOO{o 
95% 
68% 
21% 
21% 
lOfo 
68% 
2l}s 
16,% 
Direction of Learning 
of the music instructors have had training 
in vocal music. (private study) 
of the music instructors have had training 
in vocal music. (class technique) 
have had courses in music theory. 
have had training in methods of teaching 
vocal music. 
have had active participation in choral 
groups. 
of the teachers have some type of degree 
in music. 
were in charge of the music in both high 
and elementary level. 
are instructors with music degrees on the 
graduate level. 
were in charge of music in the junior high 
and elementary school. 
of the schools have certified music teachers. 
of the music teachers teach other subjects. 
of the music teachers are state paid. 
of the music teachers give instruction in 
other schools. 
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Table VII indicates that a large per cent of the music teachers 
in this area have had some training in vocal music, but only a small 
per cent of the teachers have a degree in music on the bachelor's level 
and even a smaller per cent on the graduate level. Only a small per 
cent of them are certified music teachers according to our conception 
of the term as defined by the National Association of Music Schools 
or by state certification. A small per cent o1· the teachers are held 
responsible for the teaching of music in both the high and elementary 
schools. It was interesting to note that although one-hundred per cent 
of the teachers did not have a degree in music, one-hundred per cent 
had training in voice (class technique) and music theory, and ninety-
five per cent of them had participated in choral groups. A small per 
cent taught other subjects and others gave instruction in more than 
one school. 
TABU VIII 
TALLY BY .1:-'ERC.l:!:NTAGE O:F THE CLINICS AND FESTIVALS THE 
SCHOOLS ATTENDED AND RATINGS RECEIVED 
.Percentage 
63% 
100% 
74% 
74% 
47% 
Clinics and :Festivals Attended, Ratings Received 
of the schools have attended a state clinic 
in the past three years. 
of the schools have attended a district 
festival in the past five years. 
of the schools received ratings below I at 
the district festival the first year. 
received ratings below I the second year. 
received ratings below I the third year. 
received ratings below I the fourth year. 
received ratings below I the fifth year. 
__________________________ ......... ...... 
Table VIII reveals some interesting facts. One would readily 
observe the drop of seventy-four per cent for the third and fourth 
years to forty-seven in the fifth year. The fifth year shows quite 
an improvement over the preceding years. It is also interesting to 
note that the per cent of ratings remained the same for the third 
and fourth years. The state clinic has had a little above average 
attendance in the past three years, 
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CHArTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, SUGGBSTIONS 
Sununary 
Sixty-eight per cent of the schools have enrollments of fi.fty 
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or above in the mixed chorus, only one school has an enrollment below 
ten. The preceding figures make it quite evident that the mixed chorus 
is the most popular organization in the Tidewater schools' vocal music 
program. The Girls' Glee Club is next in popularity. Ten per cent of 
the schools have Boys' Glee Clubs with an enrollment of fifty or more. 
This is unusual because in many instances this number of willing, able 
bodied, young singers is not always available. 
Of the eighteen schools which have mixed choruses, only forty-two 
per cent of them meet daily throughout the school week, twenty-six per 
cent of the schools meet two periods weekly, ten per cent meet only one 
period weekly, and ten per cent meet rour periods weekly. One school 
meets six periods weekly, this is above average. The average number 
of periods is usually five per week. 
The Boys' Glee Club in the Tidewater schools are not allotted 
as many periods per week as the mixed chorus. Only one school is 
allotted the average number of periods. Three schools are allotted 
two periods per week. One school is allotted only one period weekly, 
while two others are allotted three and 1'ive periods respectively. 
More time is allotted to the mixed chorus in the schools than 
to the other vocal organizations. Of the schools that have Girls' Glee 
Clubs, three meet only one period a week. The majority of the schools 
meet two periods weekly, only two schools meet the average allotted 
periods of 1'i ve. 
Only thirty per cent of the schools that had mixed choruses 
meet the standard allotted time of fifty-five to sixty minutes. Six 
other schools are allotted time very close to the standard which is 
forty-five to fifty-five minutes. The other thirty per cent of the 
schools meet thirty-five minutes or less; this is considered below 
the average time that is usually allotted for these activities. 
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One table indicated that eighty per cent of the schools provide 
unison and part singing for the particular needs of the adolescent 
voice at the average level. Only sixty-eight per cent of the schools 
provide unison and part singing from grades four to seven of the 
scale which ranges f~om average to above average. Most of the schools 
continue the development of singing as a fundamental activity of the 
general music class. Only a small portion of the schools provide 
recordings of many types of music and opportunity to study leading 
composers and their works. The percentage of schools that develop the 
skill of music reading is relatively low. 
Only a small per cent of the schools require the pupils to 
participate in at least one general music course during their secondary 
school year. Some of the schools do not assist the pupils in deter-
mining the extent of their participation in music activities. 
In the phase of elective courses and extra class activities the 
schools on a whole do not rate highly. Only a small per cent of the 
schools provide for separate or duplicate organizations for pupils in 
the different degrees of ability. The general chorus or large singing 
group activities are not encouraged in the majority of the schools. 
This is shown in the low per cent of the schools that provide opportuni-
ties for maximum development of the music abilities of all students. 
The extra class activities of most of' the schools are built upon the 
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knowledge developed in the general music class. 
Only a f'ew of' the schools have soundproof music rooms or special 
rooms set as1.de for music activities. Only a small per cent of the 
schools receive above average provision in the budget for additional 
materials and equipment when needed. More than one-half have movie 
projectors and an average supply of assembly song books and supple-
mentary song material. Under the heading of physical facilities, only 
ninety-five per cent of the schools have pianos; surely there should 
have been one-hundred per cent in this area. 
It was 1.nteresting to note that a large per cen~ of the music 
teachers in the Tidewater area have had some special training in vocal 
music, but only a small per cent of the teachers have a degree in music 
on the bachelor's level and even a smaller per cent of them are certi-
fied music teachers accord1.ng to our conception of the term or as 
defined by state certification.! A small per cent of these teachers 
are responsible for the music program in both high school and elementary 
school. This additional teaching load can do much to hinder a music 
teacher; he is unable to give his best to the special music program. 
Only a small per cent of the schools participated in a state 
clinic in the past three years. One of the most interesting facts 
concerning the ratings received at the district i'estivals was the drop 
from seventy-1·our per cent who received ratings .! during the third 
and fourth year -to forty per cent in the fifth year. 
lsee Chapter II, p. 20. 
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Conclusions 
The stu~ reveals that there are several £actors that could be 
responsible £or the existing problems in the Tidewater schools o£ 
Virginia. They are as i'ollow: 
A. The lack o1' physical facilities to carry on a satis£actory 
music program such as: 
1. Appropriate sheet music 
2. A music library 
3. Recording equipment 
4. Provisions for replacing materials and equipment 
5. .t-'hono graphs 
6. Special rooms for music activities 
B. The vocal organizations are not allowed a su££icient number 
o£ rehearsals during the school week. These groups should be allowed 
at least five periods weekly. 
c. The lack of qualified music teachers in many o£ the schools 
to train the vocal groups. 
D. The nature of offerings in the schools need careful stu~ 
such as: 
1. General courses 
2. Elective courses and extra class activities 
3. Instructional activities 
The music program in most of the Negro schools of Tidewater, 
Virginia, is not quite up to the standard as set by the Virginia 
State Board of ~ducation and by the Cooperative Stu~ of Secondary 
School Standards. Until these standards are met, there will probably 
be no major changes in the music program of these schools. However, 
much can be done to improve the choral work through the use of the 
choral clinic. It is quite evident why some choral directors do not 
have many qualified pupils to select for their special vocal groups, 
for the pupils are not exposed to enough music within the school. 
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Unly a mnall per cent of the schools require the pupils to take music 
during their secondary school year. 
It was interesting to note that the schools receiving low 
ratings at the district festival, also did not have a satisfactory 
music program. It appears that the unsatisfe.ctory music programs 
in these schools have a definite effect upon the type of vocal groups 
they will produce. 
The most interesting factor concerning the problem is the fact 
that in many instances the school has been accredited by the Southern 
Secondary School Association, but the music program in these schools 
are not satisi·actory. Could this be supporting evidence that educa-
tors are not concerned about the standards of music in our schools 
to the extent which they are concerned a·bout other areas of: the school 
curriculum or is it possible that in these particular schools the 
music program has fallen since the school's last evaluation by the 
accrediting association? Nevertheless, the fact remains that even the 
music departments in some of the accredited schools are not satisfactory. 
It is sincerely hoped t~~t this study may be of some value in 
eliminating the existing problems in the Negro schools of the Tidewater 
area. However, one must bear in mind that only time and constant effort 
on the part of the Tidewater District Music Committee and the schools 
concerned will determine to a great extent how successful this study 
has been to all concerned. 
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Suggestions 
It is not the purpose here to dictate to the Tidewater schools 
as to the type of vocal music program that should be adopted, nor is 
it to be assumed that the forth going suggestions will eliminate the 
existing problem within these schools. However, I believe that my 
contemporaries will agree that a survey of this type can be very 
helpful in revealing possible solutions to almost any given problem, 
and also gives a clearer picture as to the degree of seriousness of 
the problem. 
In order to reach possible solutions to the existing problems 
of the Tidewater schools, the following suggestions are offered for 
consideration. 
A. That the district music committee of Tidewater, Virginia, 
call a meeting of supervisors, Tidewater music teachers, and a 
representative in music from the State Board of ~ducation to discuss 
possible solutions to the existing problems. Many school officials 
are not fully ~ware of the importance of music in our public schools. 
It is suggested that the various high school principals and other 
school officials concerned be extended an invitation to attend this 
meeting. 
B, That the results or findings of this meeting be made avail-
able to the high school principals and other school officials in the 
nature of a written report, stating the existing problems and recom-
mendations to the possible solutions of these problems. 
If such a meeting is initiated, it is recommended that the 
following problems be put on the agenda for discussion: 
1. The importance of hiring e. specialist to teach music in our 
public schools. More than ever before, colleges, universities, and 
conservatories are putting greater stress upon standards for future 
music teachers in this country and are preparing their music curri-
culums to meet these expectations. A school official has but to 
contact the job placement division in these institutions to secure 
a. well qualified music teacher. 
2. That state regulations concerning the certification of 
music teachers be strictly enforced in the Tidewater area. and other 
parts of Virginia.. 
6. The importance of including in the curriculums of the 
schools a. music course that will be available to all pupils, the 
possible areas being the general music class or general chorus. 
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4. That the school's mixed chorus be allotted at least one 
hour for rehearsal period during each school day. Professional 
organizations find it necessary to practice five to eight hours each 
day. Does it not stand to reason that the untrained should be allowed 
at least one hour daily. 
5. That credit be given for choral work in the schools. Only 
one-fourth of the schools in this area. offer credit for choral work. 
~roba.bly, if more schools offered credit, it would encourage a. larger 
number of talented pupils to enter this phase of the program. 
6. That appropriate fUnds be allotted to carry on at least a. 
sa.tisfactor,y music program. Without materials with which to work, the 
music teacher's job becomes much more difficult. 
It is recommended that the district committee sponsor a. teacher 
workshop or clinic for the purpose of helping the teachers improve the 
music program in their respective schools. Emphasis should be placed 
upon the following things: 
1. The teacher of vocal music should have a. thorough knowledge 
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of the adolescent voice. 
2. Voice production should be one of the main areas of 
concentration. The teachers concerned should be encouraged to take 
private voice lessons. 
3. The teachers should be aware of the importance of selecting 
suitable material for music festivals. Many vocal groups are not 
successful in music festivals because of a poor choice of choral 
li tere.ture. 
4. The teachers should concentrate on studying the score of 
the music that is to be performed. If more study is given the score, 
e. truer musical interpretation can be achieved. 
5. Emphasis should be placed upon conducting. Many of the 
conductors fail to get good musical results because of their inability 
to convey their intentions to their choruses. 
6. Emphasis should be placed upon the selecting of choral 
members for the school's special vocal organizations. 
7. Emphasis should be placed upon selecting choral members 
who will perform in the music festival. Coward states, "no member 
should participate in e. music contest that does not know his part. 11 l 
The following recommendations are made for the benefit of the 
music committee of Tidewater, Virginia. 
1. That the prerequisite to the district festival should be 
attendance at the district clinic. The purpose of the clinic would 
be to help the schools with some of their weak points which would on 
a whole improve their performance at the music festival. 
2. That the respective high school directors be given the 
lHenry Coward, Choral Technique and Interpretation (New York: 
H. w. Gray Co., 1950), p. 269. 
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required music list at the beginning of each school year. If this is 
done, those schools that are not allotted sufficient time during the 
schedule of a school day will have a longer period of time to work 
on their festival numbers which would insure them a greater chance 
for success. 
3. That a voice specialist and one who understands the 
adolescent voice be secured to conduct the district clinics. Quite 
often the clinician is not a voice specialist and has only a general 
knowledge of voice. 
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Original Sources Used In 
Preparing This Survey 
A. Questionnaires were sent to twenty-one high school music 
directors and personal interviews were held with local and assistant 
state supervisors. 
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B. The writer of this survey is a teacher in the Tidewater area 
and a member of the Tidewater District Music Festival Committee. His 
experiences have enabled him to get a more realistic v~ew of the 
problems and their solutions. 
C. The advantage of this study was increased when the writer 
was placed on an evaluation committee by the State Board of ~ducation 
to evaluate the music department of I. c. Norcum High School, rortsmouth, 
Virginia, on March 19-22, 1956. This experience proved invaluable, 
for it gave this writer a chance to personally evaluate one of the 
schools that is included in this survey. 
D. The files of the Tidewater District Music Committee were very 
helpful to the completion of this survey, also the files of the Assistant 
State Supervisor, State Board of ~ducation, Richmond, Virginia. 
E. Contract for teachers in the state of Virginia. 
